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THE ONLY "NEWSPAPER'

CATRON COUNTY.
VOL.

N. M.

THREE

1

Last Half of Grazing Fees
Payable December
The Forest Service

has

1
Jbeen

authorized by the Secretary of
Agriculture to approve grazing
applications for the coming year
and only collect one half of th
grazing fees on April 1. The
balance of the payment has been
deferred to December 1. without
interest.

Fire PreventionPlans.
""The Datil forest officers have
finished their fire plans for. the
coining season and will give each
lookout andfireman several days

DOLLARS A YEAR
'

RESERVE,

; Now a Primary Route

,

The people of Datil, Quemado

and other points along the
Ocean to Ocean Highway are
jubilant over the fact that the
departmental Washington have
declared that tourist highway a
primary route. This insures all
federal help available to make
this the best route east and
west, and also is a big advertia-men- t
for the road, insuring a
heavy tourist trafic during the
coming summer

The north . part of
county is, at' the present time,
experiencing a revival of the oi
excitement, ihe drills are busy
north of Datil, and also preparati
one are being made to thorough
ly test the Red Flat country.
number ot oil men are now in
Magdalena, nd a road is being
constructed to the Red
Flat
holdings, preparatory to placing
heavy machinery in that field.
Judging trom reports they are
prepared, to stay and give the
field a thorough' test. As everyone
of the'test weHs that will be
drilled are in Catron county,
we wm watcn their progress
with a great deal of interest,

sistance or
their efforts,

destructive pests.

'

Swarms.

a

.

.

Chicago checks up and finds
that it has nearly ad 'much popu- ation as these eight western
states combined.: Idaho, Montana
Wyoming Utah Arizona, New
Mexico, Nevada, .North Dakota.
The situation is this: In 933
square miles of city there are
crammed almost as many people
as in 831,252 square miles of open
v.t
country.
That is what is really wrong
with America.

the-strik-

Snyder

NEW

WITH YOU

NO NEED OF WEEPING
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First National Bank

been
have
Arrangements
completed for the converting of
the Reserve hall into a first-clas- s
Magdalena, New Mexico
hotel. Work will begin in a short
time, and the building will be
MissJoaefita Armijo, daughter
remodled for that purpose. The
of Mr. and Mrs. Leopold Armijo
lower floor, now used as a movie
of Datil, and the groom, Macedo-ni- o
theater
and dance hall, will be
B. Lopez, a popular young
for a kitchen, dining
arranged
man of Quemado. The ceremony
room and lobby, and the upper
ws solemnized at the Catholic floor converted in to
sleeping
Church
at Magdalena, Rev, rooms. It will be modern in
every
Father Stoffel.' officiating, and
with private baths
and
way
was followed by a wedding
steam heated and electric lighted
breakfast at the Magdalena Cafe
A number of new buildings
The bride was attended by Mrs.
The- Largest Financial Institution la Socorro County
will
also be erected in Reserve
E. B. Baca, as matron of honor,
R.
this
will
J.
Gaunt
erect
spring.
and two handsome young ladies
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED
as maids of honor. The groom a modern theater building, which
was attended by Mr. E.B. Lopez can be uaed for public meetings
and dances. He also has made
as best man.
.
A reception was tenderd the arrangements for the erection of
three or four cottaares. which
happy couple at Patil the game
No.
KEFORT OT THE CONDITION OF
while
noon
on
their way will be modern in every way,
day at
W.J. Jones also has his plans
to Quemado.
for the erection of a
completed
On Febuary 25th, Mr. and Mrs
which
will be used for
building
Lopez were tendered a reception
at Reserve, it ta SUU of Now Mexico, at th cIom of buiineu,
and luncheon at the home of the a meat market, and will also
March 10, 1921.
two or three more dwellings
groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs. erect
Severo Lopez, and at night a Reserve has been handicapped
BSlOUICZS
grand baile was given in their for dwelling houses, and a number L Lews ia4 Diseouts
1 132,050.27
who have contemplated making
honor.
1 Orardnfta
9.04
Reserve
their home, could not 1 Bonds unpledged
Mr. and Mrs. Macedonio Lopez
2,200.00
With the adWar 8aic Stamps
75.11
wil! make their home at Quemado secure residences.
2,275.11
dition
of
these
new
83,156.00
buildings 4 Beads, neurit, etc, other thin U. 8. Bonds
where Mr. Lopez is in the cattle
I Vaius of Baskine; House
6,200.00
and ranch business. The happy this difficulty will be overcome, 7.
fftMitara aa4 llstwea
2,600.00
we
and
can
now
look
to
forward
in
now
are
the
east on
couple
1 ftoaJ BstsAa ewaed otto thaa banking homo
14,198,05
town
in
the
increase
seeing
their honeymoon trip,
Not aawuat dv from banks or bankers
64,109.61
12 Cash Items,
population rapidly.
6,299.82
Two of Catron County's most
popular
young
people were
married at Magdalena on the 20th
day of Febuary. The bride was

5 per cent paid

cn fe.3 deposits

-

Early Conventions.

f

Some of the counties in the
state are already setting the date
for their county
conventions
which will select delegates to
attend the state conventions and
also nominate candidates for the
various county offices. We may
L!
J (
ue h. I:..,.!.
units .1 J
ior ine
we
present time, bijt
always iffi
believe in early conventions for
There
both,, political parties.
are good reasons for this idea.
Many times the voter goes to the
polls with out any personal
knowledge of the candidates for
whom he is voting. An early
convention allows him to become
acquainted with each and every
candidate on the ticket and he is
then in a position to vote intelligently when the time comes
for him to cast his vote.
I

J. Walter Jones wife and little
daughter, of the Jones-Portranch, spent Friday in town with
Mrs. W. J. Jones and family.
er

Jack Foss. of the First Nat.inti
Attorney

al Bank. Magdalena,and

Paul Thomas, of El Paso, were
here Sunday and Monday. They
came in from Springerville where
they had been on a business trip
Jack is also looking after the interests of the Ocean to Ocean
Garage and selling the Henry
Ford product

J.

E.

Ervin, an aged citizen
of Luna, was brought to Reserve
last week for medical treatment
He suffered a paralytic stroke,
but is slowly recovering under
the care of Dr. Harper.

16

Cola and

nrmtr

1,259.52
1,848.62

Interest paid

Total Rssoureso

$264,000.95

LUBIUT1KS
16. OspitaJ
17. Sarptas

Sine

Paid

fcs

10,000.00
6,000.00

Mis-sour-

'It.

.

-

E. E. Engle, postmaster, N,
G. Baca, U. S. Commissioner,
and Jose M. Baca, and Severo
Lopez, all of Quemado, were
Reserve visitors Monday. They
report Quemado pretty lively and
work progressing satisfactorily
On the Datil Canyon road. They
report a large number of home- headers every day in that section
and that the country north as
being filed rapidly.
T. L. Wilder made a trip to
Magdalena last week returning
with a truck load of
Sunday
material for the new dwelling he
is erecting '

My commission

expires, March

A. Kiehne.

14, 1925.

J. GRANT,
The Plumber
MAGDALENA

Plumbing.

SOCORRO

Steam Fitting

Fixtures

Bathroom and Toijet Furniture

Claud J. Clark, who has been
J. T, Allred, Hugh McKeen in the
hospital at Fort Baird, for
and Lyn Shellhorn, of Alma. the
past peveral months, returnwere interested visitors at Re- ed to Reserve on
Friday of last
serve Wednesday
week.

'
T. C. Turk and Hugh Fraser
boosters of the. capital
N. Bastian and Bailey Hulse,
Conditons for the coming seawere
Socorro
and
son
in
will
visitors last
of
of
the
Alma
Luna
Magdalena
the
are
county,
Valley spent Satuaday
country
city
week.
best for several years.
be sadljjjtissed in that littje.city, and Sunday jn Reserve.

1Z

3

Evieseiry TJileircaDDtoDe
" Dealers in Everything"
We Sell the Best Goods Obtainable

c

.

at the Lowest Possible Prices

Come in and See our Stock

1

It

184,918.69
Mrs. M. A. Barfiel.l and.little 24. Individual daposHs subject to shock
25. Cashier's checks
1B9.309.02
4,390.38
Kansas
of
),
City.
daughter,
It. Certineates of deposit
16,355.00
are in Reserve, house 19. Rediscounts ,
10,336.93
g&efcts of Mrs. Jf R. Gaunt Mrs. 40. Bills payable. Including oblifstfoas repre"'
;
ooo.ofr
Gaunt met her guests at Albusenting mosey borrowed
(:"'
and
had
an
Liabilities
Total
they
querque,
quite
1264.000.95
interesting trip from Socorro, State of Nsw Mexico, County of Catron, ss.
crossing the San Augustin plains
Wa A. Kiehne, President, and J. R. Oaunt, Cashier, of the above named
during the high wind Saturday bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of our
A. KIEHNE, President.
T. L Hickman, of Magdalena knowledgs and belief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me
J. R. GAUNT, Cashier,
spent Sunday in Reserve, coming this 15th day of March. 1922
Correct, Attest:
out Saturday evening with John
T. C. Turk,
Abb Alexander,
Ward.
Emit Kiehne, Directors.
Notary Public.

live-wir- e

ReSerVC

SMILES

The RESERVE STATE BANK

tne ..department in
.to, eradicate these

N. G. Baca, U. S. Commissioner at Quemado, gave us a pleasWarren M. Tinney and son.
ant visit while in town Monday-M- r. of
Alpine, were in Reserve this
Baca 1nf6f ftis us that home
week lot,kine
iftc'r" ' busines?
steaders by the hundreds are!
have.a-'lajgsaw
e
maltrs'Ihe
looking over the north part of the mill
and
a
also
at
large
Alpine
county with the intention of be- stock of lumber on
hand, - and
residents
,pf
coming permanent
their trip here, was for the
that section He says that for the
purpose of finding a market for
past several month's he hasiild the output of their mills.
on an average ten persons each
And now the outside world is
week and that many more .make
their filings at Magdalena. This worrying 'over the fact that it is
was Mr. Baca's first visit to expected' that the greatest coal
Reserve in twenty-siyears, and strike in history will be pulled
he expressed surprise at the off ApriH. Reserve, and this
prosperous condition not only of section are not worrying.
e
we will sit
Reserve but of the entire country
tirethese
cold
our
places
big
by
the
valleys.
along
the
and
watch,
pinion
evenings
We call the attention of our and pitch pine chunks send up a
readers to the statement of the pleasant blaze,, and in our comReserve State Bank found in fort
sympathize with those who
this issue. This statement shows have to depend upon the "black
thatljj'.'en during these times of diamonds"- - to feed their fires
close money, this bank makes
Willis Johnson, of the Gila
an excellent showing It is the only
was a Reserve visitor
country,
in
section
of
the state
bank this
week.
this
This - was his first
that has been able to take care
for some time,
Reserve
to
of its customers, as in time of trip
found
it
and
he
necessary to
old, and has proved itself a
before he would
a
secure
guide
life saver for many during the
trust himself to our citv streets.
past two years. .
Louis Conrad and Wilber Wad-ley- s
'
Hotel Manager Dead
of the Nation's ranch, in the
- D. E. Snyder, manager of the
north part ot the county, were
Val Verde Hotel," at Socorro,
Reserve business visitors Tuesday
died at that place Monday even
ana Wednesday.
Mr.
was one
the

ing.

COUNTY.

CATRON

WORLD

AND THE

'rominent Catron County Arrangments Completed
j
Couple Wed.
for Hotel at Reserve.
Catron

--

Hundreds of Filings

SMILE

Drilling at Red Flats.

intensive training at the begin-ina- r
of the fire season, which is
expected about May 1.
Poisoned Grain.
Seven primary lookouts will be
The Biological Survey
will
stationed on the moat prominent have on sale
the Gaunt Phar
at
lookout points on the Forest, and
on
and
these men will be in direct macy poisoned grain
An organized
after.
9th.
AprjL
telephone communication with effort will be made'to extermi
the different Discrict rangers at nate
trie prairie dog nuisance
all times.
in this section this spring, and
the farmers, will have the as
Ocean to Ocean Highway
.

.......
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RESERVE ADVOCATE

IN

PUBLISHED

'''

Bank of Magdalena
Extends every accommodation consistent
With Strong Conservative Banking

MAKE IT YOUR BANK

The Strongest Bank with the Largest
Deposits in Socorro County

NeW IvfeXICO
The Advocate, $3.00.

Subscribe now

ADVOCATE, RESERVE.

THE RESERVE

ENGINE CARRIES

"PROF" ACCUSED

NEW MEXICO

BUDGET BUREAU

DEER TO SAFETY

PREPARES REPORT

OF POISON PLOT
Game Warden Lets Train Crew
Climax of Feud of Two Years'
Standing Between Instruc-

tors at University.
ONCE

FRIENDS

GOOD

Professor in McGill University at Montreal Face Charge of Attempted
Murder Made by
Colleague.

Montreal, Que. James L. Morln,
professor of French In McGill university, faces a charge of attempted murder
brought by I'rof. Herman Walter, head
of the Maderas department at the same
Institution.
The accused Is an ordained minister of the 'I'resbyterlan
church.
Suppressed since the morning last
August when a test of the well at
Walter's cottage at Montuiagny revealed purls green, the story of a red
markable feud between two
colleagues
scholars,
and once personal friends, was revealed here. Preliminary hearings of
the case are to be followed by public
trial in the Criminal Assizes. Morln
has entered a suit for $10,000 damages
to his reputation, and this case may
come up later. For a long period both
were suspended by the president of
the college, Sir Arthur Currle.
Taught Many Years.
Walter and Morln have taught here
for nearly a generation. They occupied adjoining summer homes and were
bosom friends until differences at home
and college intervened and developed
into a feud. Two years ago Walter
hinted that Morln had Injured his
trees and later burned down his cotThe climax came when, one
tnge.
night last summer, according to the
complainant, he suspected tampering
with the water supply and warned his
son, Felix Walter, away from the well.
A wnrrant was sworn out and his
neighbor's arrest followed.
President Currle obtained ball and
Bevainly sought a reconciliation.
cause of the college staff shortage,
Walter was recently reinstated unrt
gray-haire-

life-lon- g

Keep Carcasses of Thf ee That
Leaped to Death.

HOUSE

HIGHWAY WORK

FEDERAL-AI- D

Easton, Wash. A freight train
emerged from Elbow tunnel, rushed
out onto a trestle over a deep canyon
la the moonlight one night recently
Just as five deer were hurrying to cross
by running on the railroad ties.
Three of the animals leaped in terror
from the bridge Into the
depths of the ravine and were killed
In the fall. The engine tender picked
op the other two, atanding ptjtrlfled In
fear, carried them across on to the
other side, when they both leaped off
uninjured and scampered away Into

a

Close Second.

ECONOMY

(Pnoparaa fcr tho United St ft tea Department
f Agriculture.)

d

y

d

d

$5,14S,080 ; Georgia, 633.4 miles costing
$11,017,390; Iowa, 422.4 miles costing
$7,909,081 ; North Carolina, 419.1 miles
costing $5,641,733; Idaho, 401.1 miles
costing $0,572,552; and Washington
354.9- miles costing $8,081,285.
Completed federal-ai- d
highway con
struction in some of the enstern am'
middle western states where the char

Across to the Other
Side.

clambered down Into the ravine and
picked up the three deer carcasses.
Permission was obtained by telephone
from the state game warden to keep
them.

-

Engineer Ernest Nellen, a freight
train driver for yenrs in the Casendes,
declares he sees more wild game In
the mountains either by moonlight or
In Uie rays' of his headlight than he
does when out on his annual hunting
trips.
GIRL

IS

BURGLAR

"QUEEN"

Wore Boy's
Clothes,
Smoked Cigarettes, and Directed
Activities of Bandits.

RE-

EACH IS MADE.

Measuring the network of federal-ai- d
highways spread over the country
during the past S years, the bureau
of public roads. United States Department of Agriculture, places their total
length, January 1 last, at 28,741.6 miles,
and their cost at approximately
The figures represent 12,007
miles of completed roads over which
the wilderness.
truffle Is
today and 15,834 miles
The train waa brought to a stop to of roads flowing
under construction and on
ascertain If damage had been caused that date estimated to be, as a whole,
Some of the crew 70
Impact.
by tn
per cent complete.
In mileage of completed federal-airoads, Texas leads with a total of
1,116.4 miles. In addition there were
under construction in Texas on Jnnu-ur1 a total of 1,381.9 miles of federal-aihighways whose estimated cost was
nearly $22,000,000. Minnesota ranked
second, with 1,000.0 miles, in the
amount of completed federal-aihigh'
ways, the cost of the system being
over
Of
sum
that
$10,000,000.
slightly
the federal government paid $3,878,003,
In Minnesota there were under con
struction the first of the year 791.2
miles of federal-aihighways whose
estimated cost was placed at $10,055,
757. Other states with comparatively
large milenges of completed federal-aihighways on January 1 were :
Illinois, 722.9 miles costing $24,003,
958, of which $11,221,404 was paid by
the federal government; Nebraska
082.7 miles costing $3,027,707, of which
the federal government paid $1,735,703;
Wisconsin, 500.6 miles costing $0,702,- 100; Arkansas, 43S.2 miles costing

Them

ASK

Texas Leads in Mileage With 1,118.4
Wiles, With Minnesota Ranking

d

Carried

RESOLUTIONS

PORT ON SAVINGS AND WHERE

PRESIDENT ASKS

THAT STATE-MENENTIRE
SITUATION.
News

Service.)

Washington. The budget bureau,
ucting at the direction of President
Harding, is preparing for transmission
to Chairman Madden of the House appropriations committee a detailed
of the economy achievements
(hut have been effected since the budget system was Inaugurated, It has
been announced ut the White House.
This Is being done, It was explained,
In response to a resolution of Repre
sentative Byrnes of Tennessee, ranking Democratic member of the House
appropriations committee, which asked
the President If. not incompatible with
(lie public
interest, to inform the
House In what way the savings had
been made, from wlint particular appropriations and in what specific
amounts.
The President, in his letter to General Dawes, minimizing him to make
the report, said lie trusted . that the
statement would cover "the entire situation, thus obviating possible misconception which might arise from any
partial or incomplete statement." ,
"In view of the importance of having both Congress and the public understand clearly the operations of the
budget bureau," the President added,
"I desire to give, wherever details are
possible, not only a statement of such
helpful savings ns have been estimated,
but, in addition thereto, the esfimate
of the bureau of the indirect savings
which have been innde possible by the
inauguration of the new method of conducting routine business of government.
"You should enumerate the probable
lessening of the amount In actual cash

expenditures for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1922, as compared with
the cash expenditures of the year ending June 30, 1921.
m
:t&mmm;:-mm- m
"You should detail such transactions
as have beej consummated under executive and departmental initiative,
under the budget system, which have
muile unnecessary ninny requests for
lulflltlonnl funds for expenditure's during the current fiscal yeur, and have
resulted In suvlngs measurable in
cash, based upon consideration of the
transactions themselves.
'
"You should give an estimate of the
indirect savings which nre made apparent by the consideration of numer
;
ous transactions, which, though In the
:
aggregate are lurge, are difficult to
estimute in cash. These Indirect savRoad In MinneCompleted Federal-Aiings which I have In mind will Insota.
clude, for example:
acter ot roads was of high type and the
"(a) The savings incident to a
cost correspondingly greater per mile corrected system of purchasing which
were as follows:
has been established In the governPennsylvania, 390.1 miles costing ment by which competition by the de
$19,002,504; Ohio, 370.2 miles costing partments, and the overlapping and ac
$12,475,509; New Jersey, 78.3 mllos quiring of unnecessary surplus, Is
$3,442,224 ;
costing
Massachusetts, avoided.
120.5 miles costing" $4,391,030; and
'(b) A better disposition, under a
Maryland, 137.8 mllas costing $3,752,-23unified system, of surplus supplies held
by the government.
Projects under construction and the
(c) More economical Interdepart
degree of completion January 1 In mental use generally of governmental
other states were as follows:
facilities and supplies, arising from
California, 382.9 miles, 55 per cent the Inauguration of a system of co
complete; Georgia, 492.9 miles, 65 per ordination created by executive order.
cent complete; Iowa, 998.7 miles, 80
"I will be glad if you will make this
per cent complete ; Kansas 471.8 miles, information available to the House of
69 per cent complete ; Louisiana, 354.5
Congress at the earliest convenient
miles, 82 per cent complete Minnesota,
day. You will take such time, how
791.2 miles, 65 per cent complete ; Misever, as is necessary to acquire uen- sissippi, 404.3 miles. 64 per cent comnlte Information and make the fullest
plete; Missouri, 535.1 miles, 70 per
cent complete; Montana, 412.8 miles, possible report."
77 per cent complete; Nebraska, 914.1
Union Miners Fight Agreements.
miles, 94 per cent complete ; New MexFrank , Farrington,
Indianapolis.
ico, 551.9 miles, 54 per cent complete;
union miners,
New York, 347.9 miles, 44 per cent president of the Illinois
was advised by the executive board of
complete; North Cnrollnn, 507 miles.
of America,
88 per cent complete; North Dnkota. the United Mine Workers
to any
810.2 miles, 80 per cent complete; that It Is "unutterably opposed"
efforts toward negotiating single state
Ohio, 298.2 miles, 91 per cent comwith operators withplete; Oklahoma, 308.2 miles, 04 per wage agreements
which
cent complete; Pennsylvania, 248.0 in the central competitive field,
Ohio and
miles, 94 per cent complete; South comprises Illinois, Indiana,
western Pennsylvania.
Cnrolina, 410.7 miles, 59 per cent complete; South Dakota, 688.7 miles, 70
Years of Litigation for Ford.
per cent complete; Tennessee, 449.1
Washington. Chairman Kahn of the
46
miles,
per cent complete; Texas, House military committee told W. B.
1,381.9 miles, 59 per cent complete; Mayo, chief of engineers for Henry
and Wisconsin, 538.8 miles, 73 per Ford, that It would require years to
cent complete.
thrash out existing legal entanglements
and It was doubtful even then that the
Roads In Pennsylvania.
government would be able to accept the
Pennsylvania has 91.556 miles of Detroit manufacturer's proposed conhighway, of which ,800 miles, or 3.6 tract for purchnse and lease of the niper cent, constitute the state highway trate and power projects at Muscle
system.
Shoals, Ala.

:iiiiispil

is

dJJl

d

twelve-year-ol-

d

police.

The Climax

Came.

nns been teaching. As Walter's father was born In Stuttgart, Germany,
differand Morin is
ences of a racial nature are considered to be behind the story which may
be fully developed at the criminal trial.
Differences on professional matters
had been known to exist for at least
two years, but the character of the
men was taken to preclude any serious
clash.
French-Canadia-

WOULDN'T

LET THEM MARRY

Father's Hatred of Wedlock May
Have Caused Son to Slay Sister's Suitor.
Wis. "Thou
shalt not
Madison,
marry," was the commandment Hart-weFarwell dictated to his household, the police say.
Farwell forbade his sisters, sons
and daughters to marry, and handed
down the heritage of enforcing celibacy in the family to his bachelor
son, James.
The son confessed to the murder of
Philip Houston when he was about
to murry Farwell's sister, Alice. Another sister who married was ostracized by the family.
The elder Farwell hated the instl
tutlon of matrimony and declared
was only Justified to escape from starvation.
"I've enough money to take care ol
my children, so they will not have to
jnnrry," he often declared.
11

Long Courtship.
Minn. After
being
Minneapolis,
courted for 03 years, Mrs. Mary It.
Woods, formerly of Minneapolis, the
other day was married to William
childhood
sweetheart, at Los
Angeles, Cal. The bride Is eighty-ninand the groom ninety. The two "kept
company" in Dakota county, Minnesota, but separated, and afterward
both were married. When Coburn's
wife and Mrs. Woods' husband died,
20 years ago. both made their way tt
California.
e

Wearing boy's clothing, smoking cigarettes with her pals, and on occasions delivering a punch which had
plenty of force behind It, the young
"queen of the gang" maintained, It
is said, a powerful and relentless leadership over the youthful bandits. It
was said by the police that the boys
who are alleged to have committed
the robberies carried flash lights, skeleton keys, and Jimmies and used Uiem
so skillfully that for several weeks
the authorities blamed a gung of expert thieves.
The accused youngsters are said to
have handed over the niost of their
loot to the "queen," who, In turn, disposed, of It through various "fences."
The girl is registered as a pupil In one
of the grammar schools, though she
often "played hookey" from studies.

Woman Invalid Puts
Out Fire With Hands
Pittsburgh, Pa. A bedridden
Invalid for five years, Mrs.
forty-twGeorge Wuchenrich,
years old, of 2912 Carson street,
crawled on her hands and knees
to a tire which hud started In
her bedroom and with her hunds
beat out the flumes, saving her
own life and preventing destruction of her home.
Aroused by her walls, her husband came to her aid, but not
until she had practically extinguished the fire. She was burned
ubout the hunds, but not seriously.
The invalid woman was awakened by smoke In her room.
Crawling and rolling from her
bed she worked her way slowly
to the side of the room where
the wallpaper was ablaze and
the fire rapidly spreading. Working frantically for several minutes despite her physical Infirmities, Mrs. Wuelionich hnd beaten
the flames almost out by the
time her husband reached the
o

scene.

Feel Stiff and Achy After
Every Cold?

Feel Old and
Lame and Suffer Sharp, Rheumatic Pains?
Then Look to Your Kidneys !
"HOES every cold, chill or attack of grip leave you
worn-oand utterly miserable? Do you feel old
and lame, stiff and rheumatic? Does your back ache
Do You Have Constant Backache?

ut

with a dull, unceasing throb, until it seems you just

can't stand it any longer?

Then look to your kidneys!

;

Women Taking Part.
Women nre becoming prominent In
the supervision of highway construction In the United States.
Good Roads Necessary.
Good roads nre as necessary to the
farmers ns schools and telephones,
says n Kansas official.

Saving in Mud Guards.
Part of tire vast sums Hint the country Is spending for hard roads It. will
gave In mud guards.

Crisis Reached in Spanish Cabinet.
Madrid.
The trouble In the Span
ish cabinet which had been In evidence
for some days reached the crisis when,
Just before the ministers were due to
appear before the cortes with finannacial propositions of a
ture, Premier Maura announced that
his Liberal associates had decided to
withdraw their support and that consequently the cabinet would be unable to retain office.

Grip, colds and chills

are mighty hard on the kidneys. They fill the blood
with poisons and impurities that the kidneys must
filter off. The kidneys weaken under this rush of new

work; become congested and inflamed.
It's little wonder, then, that every cold leaves you
with torturing backache, rheumatic pains, headaches,
dizziness and annoying bladder irregularities.

But don't worry! Simply realize that your kidneys are overworked at such times and need assistance. Get a box of Doan's
Kidney Pills and give your weakened kidneys the help they need.
Assist them, also, by drinking pure water freely, eating lightly
and getting plenty of fresh air and rest. Doan's Kidney Pills
have helped thousands and should help you. Ask your neighbor!

Use Doan's,

"Say These Grate ful Folks:

J. W. Ormsby, Hoyt
says: "Doan's Kidney
Pills cured me and I am glad
to recommend them. For several months I utterly despaired
of ever getting rid of the constant aching and pain in the
small of my back. If I took
cold it settled in my kidney
and made the pains more severe. I had dizzy spells and
felt utterly worn out. Doan's
Kidney Pills did me much
good. They stopped the attacks
and corrected the action of my
kidneys. I have felt like a different woman since I used
them."
Mrs.

Colo.,

Robert Jones, 442 E. Meyers
Ave., Cri;ple Creek, Colo.,
says: "Heavy lifting and catching cold while working out in
storms put my kidneys in bad
condition. My back began to
weaken and hurt me. I never
felt well and every once In a
while I was taken suddenly by
Bharp piercing pains and could
not move for a minute. My
eyes blurred and when I put
my arms above my head I felt
an aehe between my shoulders.
I used Doan's Kidney Fills and
they cured me of this attack."

Df& KIDNEY

S)

&ip

:..

Chelsea, Mass. Led by a
girl, who planned their raids
and divided the loot, 11 boys, ranging
from nine to fifteen years old, committed more than 50 thefts from homes
and stores In Chelsea, Mass., during
the last two months, according to the

T

COVERS

(H'Mteni Nevipiper Unloo

.

:urv ficlurt

IS EFFECTED

Co

At All Dealers, 60c a Box.

Where They Are,
"Where nre the boys of our youth?"
"I saw some of them the other night
at a meeting of the Oldest Inhabitants."

Important to all Women
Readers of this Paper
Thousands upon thousands of women
have kidney or bladder trouble and never
suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else buv feianey trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy condition, they may cause the other organs
to become diseased.
You may suffer pain in the back, headache and loss of ambition.
Poor health makes you nervous, irritable and may be despondent; it makes any
one so.
But hundreds of women claim that Dr.
Swamp-RooKilmer's
restoring
by
health to the kidneys, proved to be just
the remedy needed to overcome such
conditions.
Many send for a sample bottle to see what
Swamp-Roothe great kidney, liver and
bladder medicine, will do for them. By
enclosing ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
Binghamton, N. Y., you may receive samYou can
ple size bottle by Parcel Post.
purchase medium and large size bottles at
all drug stores. Advertisement.

PILLS

Mfg.

Chent, Buffalo, N. Y.

WATCH
THE BIG 4
Stomach-Kidneys-Hea-

rt

--

Liver

Keep the

vital organs healthy by
regularly taking the world's stand-

ard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

COLD MEDAL

The National Remedy of Holland for
Wllhel-min-

a.
centuries and endorsed by Queen
At all druggists, three sizes.
Look for the nun Cold Med a! on ertry bos
and accept no imitation

Cuticura Soap

Clears the Skill

and Keeps it Clear
Soap 25c, OistmeDt 25 ana 50c, Talcum 25c

Forehanded.
"When Is your new cook coming to
Woman-hater- s
riot Infrequently are work?"
"Not for some time," said the pafloorwalkers in department stores.
"She demanded a
tient woman.
A woman seldom knows Just what month's vacation and is taking it In
advance."
she wants, but she usually gets it.

WARNING

I

Say "Bayer"

when you buy Aspirin.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
Colds
Toothache
Earache
Accept only

"Bayer"

Headache
Neuralgia
Lumbago

Rheumatism
'1"v
Neuritis
Pain, Pain"V

package which contains proper directions.

Handy "Bayer" boiea of 12 tablets Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists.
Asjlrln Is Uie trade mark of BeMr Uannfactore of afoooaceUcicldester of SallcyllctcU
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OILING CAUSE OF

ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

RIGHT WAY TO PLACE
INNER TUBE IN CASE

'

ii
SPKCIAI, ItlSII SKIiVlCti secured II
you mention this pnper when writing
firm helow.

HANYJUTO ILLS

Average Owner Prone to Seek
HEW OI.OTHKS FOR OLD. Grund can
Other Sources of Evils Due
do it by dyeing them attractive colon.
GUUND PHY CLEANING. 17th A l.osan.
to Lubrication.
AltHY GOODS.

Anderaon
Mcryuiuif
Vnt

1637

Arapahoa

Store
llroa. Army nnd Nnvymem.
And camp
In
army

roods

eataloa

1617 Capitol

wimp
nearest itore.

from

413

St., Damr.
A?a

Cbe-e-

N. Union An..
W70.

Puabl.

COFFEE AND SPICES.
Prleea on Coflee

Pre-W-

Send $1.00 for
aampla, postSPICl
paid. THE SPBAV COFFEE
CO.. Silt and Markit 8ti.. Dennr, Cola,

JJIAMOjmSJj

JKWEMIY CO.
All orders promptly

IIOHM-AI.I.K- N

Mfg. and Repairing.

attended to. Est.

1879.

16th & Champa.

COMPl.KTK .i,e of beat Army Good
lowest prices. Money back guaranat
tee. Illustrated Catalos on request.
II.IIKII'I"S AHMY AND NAVY 81'OHH,
Colorado SprlnKS, Colo.
lCKM) 17th St., Denver, Colo.
Ladies'

soles,

80c.

$1.05,

$1.30,

$1.65.

Postage prepaid to any point. EASTKRN
SHOE
Yellow
FACTORY.
Front, 1633 Champa St. Denver, Colo.
HKl-AI- ll

Commercial inquiries answered and
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
Working on Radio Problems.
Washington. The radio conference
.through three committees In secret session, to formulate plans for controlling the use of radio telephones, Is
making some progress, It was suld at
the Department of Commerce, in working out control in threwr four directions, involving allocution of wave
n
lengths, a priority plan for the
of materials and a time schedule for operation.
dissem-Vnatio-

America in the Lead.
New York. American people exceed
all others in the use of modern appliances it is demonstrated in the annual
report of the American Telephone and
years
Telegraph Company. "Forty-fiv- e
after the invention of the telephone,"
15.
H.
Thayer, "Europe
snys President
lias only one telephone to each 100 of
the population, while the United States
of the populawith only
s
of the
tion of the world has

world's telephones."
,

Get Our Free Catalog
Of

Fruit nnd Ornnnientnl

K verier

Trees,

IVren-nl- n

cent., Shrubbery,
I m,
Y Itim.
H omen, G rn ne
Vines and Berry rinntn.
Our hardy, thrifty, beautiful
stock will please you beyond
your expectations. It Is grown
In Pueblo, hence thoroughly acclimated to this region. .
Extra choice Blue Spruce and
other Evergreens our specialty.
Write for handsomely Illustrated,
free catalog NOW before you
forget.

NURSERY

ROSELAWN
P. O. Ilox

Pueblo, Colorado

.418

Caskets by Airplane. '
Arkansas City, Kan. Convoying a
casket by airplane from Arkansas City
to Maple City, twenty miles east of
here, a local undertaker conducted a
funeral service In that city. County
roads were Impassable from the snow
drifts.
Years.
Arrested After Forty-eigh- t
t
yearn
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
after the killing of Peter Mooney nt
Forty-eigh-

n well
Rome, Ga., George Nichols,
known citizen of Tuscaloosa, was arrested In connection with the crime.

Public Debt Increases.
Washington. An increase of mora
tUff0O,OOO,O00 In- tiie public debt during February has been announced by
the treasury.
-

SEARCHING FOR BALL PLAYERS.
Magnates

Determined to Give
Winning

City

Team.

Now conies the job of proDenver.
curing worthy players for the new
fcenver Western League baseball cluu
players who are capable of carrying
the team standing well up toward
Stellar diamond performers
are the one big need at present, for although the Joplln reserve list numbers
more than thirty players, very few of
these are classed as being Western
League caliber.
The owners of the new team declaro
they are going to get a real team a
wlniiingjpm together, no matter

whatfcosts.

-

Inflelder Shanley will remain with
the Denver team, it has been announced, although the Tulsa, Okla.,
club has offered $1,000 for him. Shanley Is a real player, according to the
reports of his work last year.
Tommy Long, patriarch of the game,
and former outfielder on the St. Louis
National League team, also will star
with the Denver aggregation, although
?500 has been offered for him.
Opens Fire on Treaty.
r
Washington. Fire on the
Pacific treaty was opened In the Sen-ttfrom both Republican and Democratic quarters when it was called up
for debate after ratification of the i'ap
treaty. The debate, however, was
to be only a skirmish with the
real fighting scheduled for next week.
r
Declarations against the
treaty were delivered by Senator
Hitchcock of Nebraska, and Senators
Borah of Idaho and France of
four-powe-

e

four-powe-

"PUMPIING"

AND ITS EFFECTS

Are
Quantity and
Sensitive Points That Must Be
Given the Utmost Consideration by Owner.

Kind,

No car owner of the present day
needs to be told how Important lubrication In all Its many aspects is In
contributing to the life and efficiency
of the motor car. However, there are
certain forms of lubrication failure
that the owner often does not realize
as existing. He does not attribute to
them the troubles which they have
caused.
really
'
For instnnce, it is a very common
characteristic of automobile engines
to develop a tendency to allow the
lubrication oil to leak past the piston
rings Into the combustion chamber,
where It soots the plugs, induces the
smoking of an aggravated character
and forms extremely heavy carbon
comdeposits. Frequently car owners
of
plain of the carbonizing tendency
their engines without realizing apparently that the trouble is due to
Improper lubrication or to a minor
trouble in the engine.
"Oil Pumping" Evil.
The common name for tills leakage
of oil is "oil pumping," and its fruits
are a carbonized motor, or sooty, oily
plugs, which Induce Ignition trouble
tn more or less aggravated form.
Large sums were spent in changing
spark plugs, putting in new piston
rings and even replacing the pistons,
to cure a chronic case of oil pumping,
and all to no use, for the simple reason that one had neglected some little seemingly minor detail that was
the key to the whole situation.
The lubrication of the engine cylinder Involves a good many problems
on the part
and some
of the user If they are to be satisThe Ideal condition,
factorily solved.
of course, is to have just enough oil
supplied to keep the cylinders properly lubricated, but not so much that
it will work past the rings into the
combustion chamber. In practice this
Ideal Is difficult to achieve and in
practically every engine there Is a
certain amount of leakage. In most
cases this is kept low enough to keep

carbon and other troubles from the
acute stage.
recomEvery car manufacturer
mends a certain grade of oil to be
used in his engine, and his advice
should be rigidly adhered to by the
car owner. In case there Is any question in the matter the advice of the
service station should be asked. The
lubricant is
commonly recommended
a medium body oil, but this is not
universal, so the car owner should
make absolutely sure of his ground
in this vitally important matter.
Ring Fitting Exacting Matter.
Fitting piston rings means more
than merely placing the rings In their
The rings must fit the
grooves.
grooves so that there Is perhaps .001
of an inch up and down clearance, or
Just enough to prevent leakage, and
ntiil not cause the ring to stick. The
rings should be lapped In size and
exring fittings should be done by
perienced hands.
There has been a tendency in recent years when engine lubricating
troubles occur to fit some special type
nt nlston rlnir and believe that set
tles the matter. Many of the special
rings have real value, but tney must
he accurately fitted. Just the same as
ring.
an ordinary diagonally-spil- t
In some cases it is possible to cure
oil
of
pumping by drilla chronic case
ing the skirt of the piston with
holes, spaced at equal
under the lowest groove. This,
with perhaps the addition of a scraper
ring In the skirt, will often work
wonders.
Flnnllv. a scored cylinder will In
duce oil pumping, since the trenches
in the fcyllnder wall allow the oil to
escape "past the rings. In this case
the cylinder will have to be operated
upon by some specialist in this work.

TAILLEUR IS BACK

Outfit Returns to Favor; Now IT'S NOT STRAW
First Thing to Do Is to Partly
Rivals the Coat Dress.
Inflate It.
Bad Practice to Allow It to Rest en
Ground or Garage Floor, Thus
Picking Up Particles of Sand,
Clnderi or Oil.

Unexpected outbursts from Inner
tubes originate from sins of omission
and commission. By emphasizing the
more glaring ones It is believed the
motorist can be saved the dollars that
would otherwise be wasted.
Haste in replacing punctured or
blown-ou- t
tubes Is one trouble. The
right way to place a tube Into a casing is to first partly inflate it. . Then
It should be applied carefully, the side
bearing the stem always being kept in
sight. When It Is In the casing It
should be talced carefully and the fingers forced all around the tire to make
sure that talc has been evenly distributed. A tube never should be Inserted unless partially inflated.
In pumping a tube before Insertion
most motorists allow It to rest on the
ground or on the floor of the gnrage.
This practice is wrong. It allows the
tube to pick up particles of sand, cinders and oil, which create friction and
eventually tiny holes.
The right way Is to place the tube
over the left shoulder and pump with
the right hand. Thus no portion of
the tube will be allowed to touch the
road or pavement. When tube is well
rounded with air and free from
wrinkles it is ready for Insertion in
the casing, and then should be pumped
to the preserved pressure.
AUTO

BODY

is detachable

ProObject of Recent Invention Is to
vide Frames Which May Be

Applied or Removed.

The Scientific American in illustrnt:
autoIng and describing a detachable
mobile body, the Invention of W. H.
1008
Stone street, Falls
Wochner,
reCity, Neb., says: The Invention
lates particularly to an arrangement
whereby the body of an automobile
may be quickly applied or removed,
the object being to provide a simple

JUST WOOL

CMcaco. Illinois. "I took LydMa E.
Finkham's Vegetable Compound for ft
imTTTTiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

THREE-PIEC-

E

OUTFIT

5

construction which may be formed as
part of the automobile or which may
be made independently and attached
thereto. A further object Is to provide frames forming a runway, one of
which is mounted on the chassis, the
other on the, body of the automobile,
whereby the body may be slldingly
fitted into position.

AVTOrtOIMLK
Do not permit any water to touch
the hood while it Is hot.
One of the newest motor organizations in this country is the Woman's
National Automobile Club of America.
Mrs. Charles Baker of New York cltj
Is president.
When the rear tires show considerable wear, Interchange with the front
tires nnd reverse sides. The change
will mean an Increase in mileage from

three-piec-

e

operation. At first I
only felt the pain on
my leu side.butiater
I seemed to feel it on
both sides. I am a
owing-machin-

Wool hats are to be the rage among
the young misses this spring. This
model is trimmed with crocheted flowers, and promises to be popular.
become long except for the very young
woman.
Colors for street costumes will continue subdued. Black still holds first
place, though brown Is a close second,
while, as the season advances, we will
undoubtedly see the beige and gray

shades predominate.

TO WAR ON TRAINED DRESSES

Is Time to Band Together
Against Long and Full 'Walk.
Ing Skirt, Writer Asserts.

Now

Now Is the time to decide against
trained street dresses, says a fashion
writer in the Boston Globe. Now
Is the moment to band together against
them.
American women have already
done an excellent work In loudly, protesting against long and full' walking
skirts. I do not mean trained dresses,
but those which pass the ankles and
which must inevitably sweep up mud
or dust unless they are held up. And
Is It possible that sensible women
who value smart appearance can contemplate holding up their walking

dresses?
A specially smart teagown recently
seen on the Parisian stage had a
dress made of
draped,
midnight blue charmeuse, with very
beautiful fichu draperies made of tine
black lace.
The ends of these draperies were
very long and they were crossed at
the back, held down by ini)onliglit-Je- t
clasps and then allowed to trail on
the ground. This was a specially sim
ple and elegant dress nnd the flscliu
draperies might be arranged over any
satin or crepe de chine gown one
might huve on hand.
Some of the trailing draperies or
ribbons are finished off with ostrich
feather plumes or with heavy silken
tussels. I have seen feathery fringes
of uncurled ostrich feather arranged
as wulst girdles and clusters of shaded
tips uppear, Instead of flowers, at
the breast and hip of dinner and tea
gowns alike.
A winsome little Indoor robe was
made of
crepe de chine,
closely plaited from neck to hem.
The waist line was very long and
there was a beautiful silver girdle,
which made the corsage pouch a little
back and front. The sleeves were immensely wide and plaited like the
dress. Then at either side there were
will erf ull frills of pinkish mauve
double-fac- e
satin. The one touch of
color in a very quiet unjl demure
toilette.
ash-gra- y

Quite stunning and serviceable is
outfit for summer
this
wear. It will be noted that the Paris
length skirts will prevail the coming
season, If this model wins favor.

serious trouoie. l
had tried doctors and
all said the same an

e
power
operator and
have a little girl to
support. I work In a
tailor shop and that

ankle-lengt-

Perspective View Showing Automobile
With Invention Applied.'

J
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SMART

MUST KEEP WELL
Mothers in a Like Situation.
Should Read This Letter
from Mrs. Enrico

Question of Skirt Length Is an Individual Matter Colore Promise
to Continue Subdued.
The tullleur has won Its way back to
popularity and now rivals the coat
dress. The
Jacket, straight,
belted low and slightly bloused, has
triumphed. Next In Interest comes
the straight sack coat, beltless, shorter and more youthful than the one
Just mentioned. Kasha and tweed are
the dominant woolen materials, though
the twills and serges will always have
their place. It Is interesting to note
that tweed Is as much seen today on
Fifth avenue, New York, as In the
country.
Cupes are persistent and one cannot
overlook the churm of the
dress, which Is a means of emphasizing vivid color contrasts. For
Instance, dark gowns may be belted
with red and have their capes lined
with this color, or a softer note may
be carried out in beige and brown.
Most capes reach half way between
the waist and knee, but some only
touch the hip and are attached to the
shoulder at the back.
The question of the length of Bklrts
Is, .to a great extent, an Individual
matter, which should be decided first
by the proportions of the figure and
then by the type of gown. It is not
to he denied that skirts are longer,
though, In general, this lengthening
has not been exaggerated. Women
have been quick to recognize that
there Is no "fashionable" length, that
one cannot give a definite measure of
so many Inches from the ground which
will be Invariable for nil figures.
Dressmakers agree that the revival
of the really long skirt for street
wear would be a mistake. For the
tullleur, for the street frock, for the
walking coat, skirts are about nine
inches from the ground and for afternoon or house dresses five Inches. Evening gowns, on the contrary, have all

WORKS FOR CHILD

lineof work has been
very slack this year and I am home part
of the time. I do not like to take any
chances, so I consulted my friends, and
one lady said. Take Lydia Pinkham'a
medicine,' sol did. I have felt better
right along and am in good enough health
to go to work. I recommend your Vegetable Compound and Sanative Wash to
all." Mrs. Mary Enrico, 459 N. Carpenter St, Chicago, Illinois.
Often the mother is obliged to support
her children and good health is necessary. Lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable
Compound is just the medicine you can
depend upon. It is a medicine for women's ailments and the relief it brought
Mrs. Enrico it may bring to you. Keep
well by taking Lydia E. finkham's Vegetable Compound.

Trimming Them Up.
New OHice Boy liease, sir, you
told me to file these letters, sir, hut
wouldn't it be easier to trim them off
with a pair of scissors. London Telegraph.

Relief
Sure
INDIGESTION
FOR

6 Bellans

25$ and 75$ Packages. Everywhere
Saving is a greater art than getting, and the art of living Is even more
difficult.
Bonedry has largely ninde the Joke
"hie" In It obsolete. Hie Jaw-t- .

vlth

Mrs. Anna Keim
loin, Kans. "I can highly recoru
mend Dr. I'lerce's medicines. Some
years ago my health failed, I became
and had a chronic cough
all
thut annoyed me considerably, but
after taking Dr. I'lerce's Golden Medical Discovery my health returned and
I became strong. What this medicine
did for me I feel it will do for others If
they will but give It a trial." Mrs,
Anna Keim, 418 South St.
Stnrt now on the road to henfth by
obtaining the Discovery In tablets or
liquid from your druggist. Write Dr.
I'lerce, President Invalids' Hotel, In
Buffalo, N. Y., for free medical advice.
run-dow- n

the tires.
Spark advanced too fnr for the rate
of speed at which the engine is running causes knocking of the engine
and connecting rods to brenk. It will
also cause overheating of the engine.

VELVET

GOWNS

FOR

EVENING
baseline;

Delightfully Simple Models That Ac
centuate Charm of Youth Offered
In Variety of Colors.

a full skirt with distended hip line,
wired to place. Velvet rosettes and
trailing corsage ornament of morning
lend much churm because of
glories
As a means of protecting road signs
season their contrasting colors.
midwinter
of
the
The
vogue
rea
on highways in the United States
is described through the medium or
quest has been made to the executive velvet evening gowns, and whether one
Side Lights on Gingham.
council of the Boy Scouts of America
UfUS.Pal.Ofl.
seems
Is. of mqre attractive patof scouts In is eighteen or titty the demand
Gingham
to enlist the
t i,B thw suine.
Delightfully simple terns thnn ever with an Increasing
PETROLEUM JELLY
the
markers.
preserving
models that accentuate ull the charm tendency to use it for draperies, caseof youth are offered In a wondrous ments and other household adornFor sores, broken
variety of colors, black und other dark ments.
One comes gradually to the
OLD
matron.
the
BAD
blisters, burns, cuts
favored
by
shades being
use of gingham In fine checks'for linTim utviu nf Hit. frock denends on the
In
and all skin irridebut
Its
makes
pipings
It
gerie.
becoming lines selected rather than and bandings on white lingerie, but Is
tations. 4"-A- lso
Is
the
velvet
the trimming, and chiffon
soon to fashion whole garexpected
innumerable
fiivnrpri fabric.
ments. A new type of uniform Is beuses.
One of the best looking gowns of ing worn by the pupils of u southern
the season Is cut from white chiffon school. It consists of a gingham frock
JEFUSB SUBSTITUTES
velvet, and Is simply u sleeveless slip-o- with a hem to the knee. Under this
s
dress with ovul neck and rather bloomers are worn in place of
CBEXEE&, fill MFG. CO.
Sew jorm
large aruiholes. A sliver girdle murks
and an ideal costume for both
StaU Street
tiie low waistline, and silver grapes study and piny bours is the result.
A
broad
stiver
side.
hang down the
ribbon girdle loops below the skirt.
Evening Gown.
silver sandals and sliWith
A syrup taken Internally instantly clears
A
gown of white sat
sniurt
evening
worn.
are
the
hair
ver laurel leaves In
waist
your head and makes breathing easy. For
fitted
but
with
mude
draped
In,
be
also
The same model might
a
at
seen
COLDS COUGHS
CATARRH
full
skirt,
and
gathered
of
tn flame red velvet with girdle
had as Its
75 at stores or 90 stamps by mall Adthe same material. Gold or tliinie slip- fashionable of assemblage,
color a water lily caught
touch
dress New York Drug Concern, New York
pers might be wwn, with dull gold only
at the wulst line on one side, with
laurel leaves In the hair.
Hemstitrhlng ft I'lootlnr AttRrhmrnt. Works
streamer of yellow tulle extending on
easily adjusted. Prlr
any ewln machine;
Black chiffon velvet with girdle of a
OEM
Willi full Inmructlona.
$2 60 delivered.
below the hem of the skirt.
atmost
Is
and
ribbon
grapes
NOVELTY CO., Boi 1031, Corpua Chrlatl, Tax.
silver
wear
sliver
one
and
might
tractive,
Use Chain Stich in Darning.
sandals with this costume.
not use darning stitches when
Do
of
the
breathes
A smart frock that
of your stockings become
heels
the
chiffon
from
Is
cut
Spanish influence
line of the top of your low
the
nt
thin
Ameror
black
velvet In sapphire blue,
a spool of silk nnd make
Use
SAFE AND SANE
shoes.
A long, tight bodice,
ican beauty.
fine chain stlches.
Colds
Is made with parallel lines of
the
on
stomach,
model
In
an
pointed
so
the photograph driving
IS9
rariiey OldUeld Is shown
off the This matches the stocking mesh
Ttth lyrap ( Jttftrt
fo all ttlim.
detected.
It beat an equally aged gas car In a race for the honor of short puff sleeves that drop
be
machine.
It
can
No
He
ttUti.
scarcely
well
that
opiumrttjwhf
Tills bodice is attached to
li.T'iderK
leading the parade opening the auto show at the Coliseum in Chicago recently.
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AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED

RECORD

OF THE

PROGRESS OF EVENTS

AT

HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
DOINGS, ACHIEVE
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPE8
AND FEAR8 OF MANKIND.

SAYINGS,

(Hanaro

Nmpvtr

Union Nen

Serrle.)

WESTERN

FOREIGN
Sir Donald MucMagter, member of
the House of Commons from Surrey,
died In London recently.
The threatened strike of postal and
telegraph employes has been settled,
it was announced recently In Dublin.
An official decree Issued recently in
Purls confers the Medal of Honor of
the Municipal Police on fifteen members of the New York City police force.
Max S . Green, chairman of the Irish
prison board, was shot and killed In
Dublin, a message announces. He was

of the late John Redmond,
Irish Nationalist leader.
Bolshevist activity is the latest trou
ble of the new provisional government
of Ireland. Trunsport workers at Tip- perary seized the gns works and hoist
ed the red flag above It.
A feminine Invasion of both houses
of parliament was forecast In London
following tlie action of the committee
on privileges in the House of Lords in
admitting Lady Ruondda to a seat.
American troops of the army of oc
cupation have been withdrawn from
Maycn and Andermach.
The only
places in the Ithineland occupied by
American troops
are Coblenz and
Elirenbreitsteln.
The Dnliy Herald, London, has defended the veracity of its recent report that George Harvey will be re
called as American ambassador to the
court of St. James. "Walt nnd see
what happens," the newsnnner nd- vlsed Its critics.
Statements that France will not pay
her financial debt to the United States
were repudiated in official quarters In
Paris. It is understood, however, that
France will not take any steps towurd
payment until the Americnn govern
ment sends a note upon the subject.
Unemployment In Canada is 5 or 8
per cent greater than at a corresponding time last year, Hryce M. Stewart,
director of employment service at Ottawa, told officials of the employment
service in the four western provinces
of Canada when the annual conference
of these officials opened at Victoria.
An exceeding faith is shown in the
name and picture of George Washington, since the scramble for foreign
a
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FALL OPPOSED TO
SELLING TIMBER TO CHINA
AND JAPAN.
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The new highway between Roswell
and Acme has been finished and Is
now open to traffic. This will shorten

TRANSFER

HAPPEN

araa
Of Course You Can Answer All These
among the persons questioned. Of
asked ' to take the test,
not one refused. Seven answered all
the questions correctly. The average
mark was 67 per cent tor ten questhirty-eigh- t

U.S. FORESTS

the route between the two cities and

will be another link in the Hue in the
new Bankhead highway.
Donald R. Burnham, formerly connected with tlie agricultural experiment station at Lawton, Okla., hag
been appointed superintendent of the
U. S. dry-lan- d
experiment station at
Tucumcari, N. M., according to word
received recently.
A Mexican coming
from Lbs An
geles and going to Miami attempted to
get off a moving train near Bowie and

BILLS PENDING
LEGISLATION

IN

tions.

CONGRESS:

When was America
discovered?
Where is Slam? What is stucco?
Who was James Watt? Where Is Manila and Cuba? Who was Miles
?
What Indian girl saved the life
of Capt. John Smith? Where is Plymouth Bock located?
Who wrote
What
"Evangeline" "Snowbound"?
nation owns Jamaica?
James Watt's place in history proved
a stickler. He was characterized as
a watchmaker, a professor, the discoverer of electricity, and the inven
tor of the teakettle.
A dozen persons erred in the date
of America's discovery. Their an
swers ranged from the year 1000 to

CAU8E8 MUCH

CONTROVERSY.

Stan-dish-

(Wottra Nnpap

Colon

Nm Santa.)

Washington. The Public lands of pHICAGO. Capt. Miles Standlsh
was a Spanish adventurer, maga
the United States should be under the
full control of the Department of the zine writer and a Quaker. America
Interior or of the Agriculture Depart was discovered In the Sixteenth cenment and not partially under both, as tury. Siam is located In the West In.
was thrown violently to the ground
ar present, Secretary Fall said, discuss dies and South China.
And as for
and received several injuries. He was
the controversy bringing about the good old Plymouth Rock, It's in New
taken to Willcox and placed under ing
ijuesrion of jurisdiction over the forest Hampshire or somewhere along the
medical care.
coast of Maine.
service.
Louis Fernands, who arrived In New
A reporter, smarting under the asBills are now pending In Congress
Tork from South America recently, an- for the transfer of forest reserves, sertion of a University of Chicago
nounced he would ask government of especially in Alaska, now controlled professor that the average intelligence 1600.
ficials at Washington to Investigate through the forest service by the De of Americans was about that of a
One policeman answered eight ques
the death of William Young of Phoe- partment of Agriculture, to the Inter pupil in the sixth grade, sallied forth tions correctly, another two.
Two
nix, who, he asserts, was thrown into ior Department, because of the oil and with a list of test questions.' To prove conductors on the elevated amassed
a Venezuelan prison and tortured and mineral deposits In the reserves. This the fairness of the test it was first an average of 50 per cent working tobeaten to death by the police of that legislation has led to considerable con tried out on several grammar school gether. A student at Northwestern
students. Their answers were given university answered nine correctly. A
country.
troversy.
chauffeur and a footman made 20
bottle of carbolic acid
Mistaking-Secretary Fall, In making his posl correctly and in short order.
per cent and zero, respectively. As a
Policemen, firemen, ushers,
for medicine left by the attending phy- tlon clear on the question, attacked
stenographers, deputy United general rule, however, persons who
sician, Mrs,.;Vasquez of Plrtlevllle, who what he termed the "propaganda camStates marshals, high school students, had a high school education answered
believed that If a teaspoonful was paign" of the American Forestry Asso
beneficial two would be twice as good, ciation against his policy with regurd and university undergraduates were the questions creditably.
to forest reserves on the public domain.
gave a double (lose to her
son, with the Inevitable result of bad- In Alaska.
Secretary Fall said he did not want
ly burned Intestines, with a possibility
It understood that he opposed the for TDASIN, WTO. Details of an oil
that the mistake may be fatal.
of the forest service. He
field romance and its tragic
Acting favorably on the application estry policy
are being unfolded bit by bit as
of Arizona mining companies. the rail- said, however, that he was opposed to
from the public domain the most sensational murder trial
roads have made a reduction of 25 per selling timber
to China and Japan, that he' would not Wyoming hag had In ten years pro
cent per ton on coal, slack coal, coke
the timber thus cut to ceeds before the Criminal court here.
and coke breeze, according to an an- permit any of
he taken out of the United States, and
The characters are:
nouncement made by L. G. Relf, rate
that he would not permit the cutting
Albert Lampltt, on trial for killing
clerk with the Corporation Commis- of timber at the headwaters
of rivers. his successful rival in love and four
sion. The rate will become effective
The secretary added that he did not others by means of an infernal maon March 25, and will expire Octo- charge that the forest service was cut chine planted In the bunkhouse in
her 25
ting timber for the purpose of selling which the rival and the others lived.
"Livestock growers of New Mexico it to China and Japan, but that this
Harry Folght, the successful rival.
are in greater need of thorough organ- was the ultimate disposition of a great
Early one morning the bunkhouse
Grace Lee, fiancee of Folght.
was blown up. Folght and his dog,
ization und organized effort than ever deal of timber which had been cut for
Here is the story as It will be told sleeping beside him, were torn to
before, in order to meet the pressing commercial purposes in tills country
es the trial proceeds:
The othetr four bunkhouse
pieces.
problems of the day," said T.. B. MitSecretary of Agriculture Henry C.
Folght and Lampltt both were work
chell, president of the New Mexico Wallace Issued a statement on the sit
occupants died in agony.
In the Grass Greek oil field.
Cattle' and Horse Growers'', 'Associa1
There was no sign ot life around
over tlie proposed trans ers
each consisting of six small Lampltt's cabin. In front stood his
Hon, In a statement given out '.at the- fer of the forestry service from the
headquarters of the association recent- Department of Agriculture to the De apartments, are the sleeping quarters automobile, loaded wltn food and supprovided for the unmarried employees
plies as If In preparation for a Jourly at Albuquerque.
partment of Interior.
of the oil company.
and four ney. Sheriff Holdredge knocked at
Folght
II. B. Honing, editor of the Albustatement
fol
Wullace's
Secretary
others occupied one of these
Lampltt's door. Lampltt came to the
querque Evening Herald, says there lows :
occupied a smnll door, rubbing his eyes as if Just awakno
was
foundation whatever ,for Hhe
"I do not feel at liberty to discuss cabin, set Lamplttfrom
the rest of the ened. He said he had not heard the
apart
rumors recently that : "Hearst had now any of these questions reluting
camp.
deafening explosion.
bought or was about to buy tlie Her- to' the reorganization of the govern
Grace Lee, typical Western beauty,
Investigation by Sheriff Holdredge
ald. "Not a word of truth In At," he ment departments. The understnudwas employed as caretaker of the showed the Ohio Oil company's powsaid. It Is understood' Hearst repre Ing has been very clear. The plan for
She
bunkhouses.
complained to der magazine had been looted and a
sentatives have been In Albuquerque the proposed reorganization was to be
of Lampltt's attentions to her. quantity of high explosives stolen.
for some time past, investigating the submitted to the President. If the Folght
Folght promised to settle the matter
Lampltt denies the charges against
dan should include proposals upon with
newspaper situation.
.
him.
his unsuccessful rival.
Plans for orphan's and Indigent's which different secretaries might dis
home for, its members were perfected agree, then the understanding has
at the1 'annual meeting of the execu- been that the President would consult Will
tive committee of the supreme' lodge with tlie secretaries and endeavor to
new government boats built at Stillbring about a harmonious
of the Allnnza
water and sent through the St. Croix
Work will begin on the structure next
river down the Mississippi to St.
"Cp- to the present time the matter
year. The site for the home'already
Louis.
It Is the Initial move to rehas been donated by Carlos C'.' has not been brought up by the Presestablish navigation to the Gulf. And
Jaconie of Tucson. Tills site Is Ipy ident. It would be most unseemly,
since a new era In commerce (as they
tated south of Tucson and consists of therefore, for me to(niake any public
say) is dependent upon the success
character."
statement
otcontroverslal
acres.
forty
or failure of these boats, which the
New Mexico's deposit in the
Postal Receipts Increase in Denver.
government has built at a government
State bank, which closed lust
cost of $350,000 apiece to set an ext
business condiWaslilngton.-Thayear, was wiped off State Treasurer tions, compared vvlth a year ago, are
ample. It only remains to be seen exoirungs oook wnen ne received a Improving In Denver Is Indicated by
actly what sort of an example this,
check for $5,506 from the Fidelity and Increased postal receipts. "The Post; IT. LOUIS. Will the Mississippi
revolutionary, rather than evolutionDeposit Company of Maryland, This office Department figures made pub' come back?
ary, craft will be. Two of the four '
was tlie size of tlie state's deposit in lic show that the Denver postal reboats were finished October 18 (the
At the close of navigation last au
the bank. Tlie check was the first re- ceipts for February "were 9.23 per cent tumn uie only remaining packet on keels being laid in May, 1920), and;
'
ceived by the state treasurer to reimlarger thffh last year. The Denver of- the upper Mississippi was a boat the two embryos were towed by the
to
St.
where
Louis
boats
burse the state for a deposit In any fice ranks twenty-seconcompleted
and
In postal re- running
St.
Louis
between
of the banks holding state moneys ceipts for the fifty largest cities of Dubuque; except for this packet and the former will be finished uTTll put in
,
that closed lust year, e
few. small craft the surface of the commission by
the country.
The four boats, named Iowa, Mis-- ,
river lay deserted, and the long sucJoe Stratton of Santa Rosa, one of
sourl, Minnesota nnd Jlllnols, with a
' House Bonus Bill Delayed.
cessive history of steamboatlng bethe prominent cattlemen of tluit secuniform length of 265 feet, will each
was broSt.
Paul
tween
and
Dubuque
tion, reports tlint cattle have wintered
and
Washington. Ilous"7 ways
Which will be used,
well nnd that the prospects for spring means. committee Republicans encoun- ken! It must therefore have come as tow
for freight. The
of
course,
towns
of
the
entirely
river
to
many
r
Is
unlooked-fosurprise
the
best
tered sojne- apparently
Jn many years.
grazing
boats themselves are. merely and literhen during the last week In October
consideration of the
G. snugs
Electing its president,--Henfleet of large steel boats built upon ally the machinery of th combination
Boice of San Carlos, to' the presidency' compromise soldiers' bonus bill, with a
new lines suddenly appeared with quarters for ti.'e crew. They will
and choosing Phoenijc as the next result that the formal presentation of entirely
and disappeared even as they had carry no cargo whatsoever.
dethebe
measure
to
will
the
House
and
Prescott' for the
meeting place
come.
If the boats are successful it will
They probably seemed monmeeting, the fifteenth an- layed for geve jsul- thfys. It was under- strosities of
the pilot's mean the establishing of a trade route
sort;
some,
was
an
that
stood
unsuccessful
effort
nual convention of the Arizona Cattle
from St. Paul, or possibly Minneapas It were.
Growers' Association adjourned at made to confine thef boiius lurgely to nightmare,
as a matter of fact, the olis, to the Gulf of Mexico.
were,
They
the
service
certificate
option.
adjusted
Globe several days ago, Other offl-- .

Defying laws prohibiting combinations In restraint of trade, bootleggers
of Spokane have effected an organization to boost the price of liquor, It
became known recently oa authority
of a police statement.
Col. John Lambert, one of the pioneer organizers of the steel Industry
In the United States, millionaire and
prominent In Republican politics, died
at his winter home In 1'usndena, Calif.,
following ten days of Illness, which
developed into pneumonia.
An automobile hit J. V. ("Hard
l.uck") Mitchell, I.os Angeles, ami
knocked him unconscious. Pedestrians
let him He In the street while they
lilmned for an ambulance. Meanwhile
another automobile run over him. He's
recovering, anyhow.
Arrangements have been made for a
review of each moving picture that Is
prepared. The report of this review
will go to Mr. Hays at Los Angeles and
his decision will be final. If lie orders
the picture changed It will be changed.
If lie orders it "scrapped" it will be
discarded without argument.
Mrs. Willnmene Fuller, a member of
SI. Stephen's procnlhedral choir,
Ore., was shot and seriously
wounded recently at the church by a moneys began in Moscow.
Money
masked man who entered while the changers refuse to take any checks,
choir was practicing, ordered Its mem- 4ind the American
cash they accept
bers to put up their hands and then must lienr the engraving of George
fired without waiting for them to do It. Washington.
Such hills they call
The nuin escaped.
"Washing! ons."
America
is the world's
The most important series of freight
greatest
rule reductions since last October will creditor, Germany the world's greatest
debtor.
be put. Into effect us soon us concurowes
almost twice
Germany
rence is obtained from lines east of us much as the whole world owes
The bureau of statistics of
Chicago and the transcontinental cur- America.
the German government lias issued an
riers, it. was announced by tin; South
ern Pacific Company at San Francisc
lnleresting survey of the world's Inrecently. The rate cuts will range as debtedness. Standing at the head of
high us f0 per cent and apply on both the list is Germany's reparation debts.
east and west freight traffic, and on amounting to 1:12.000,000,000
gold
both import and export commodities as marks, or $31,000,000,000.
well us domestic.
GENERAL
San Francisco, Calif. Mrs. Kllz.v
"Falrview," near Lincoln, Neb., fum
lietli Stevens Troy of Juneau, Alaska, ous as the birthplace of the griipejulce
suffragist nnd a delegate cocktail mid the former home of Wll
from Alaska to the Democratic nation limn Jennings Ilryan, is to becoliie u
al convention in 1920, paid a .f 100 fine Methodist hospital.
in San Fruncisco because of an odor.
The case of Gov. Len Small of III!
The odor, or aroma, arose from a trunk nuis, charged with conspiracy to. em
packed with lingerie nnd other femi- bezzle state funds, had another day In
nine finery. Dry slcplhs detected the court recently- - and took another ad
odor, opened the trunk, found seven journment, this time until April 3.
bottles of a liquid originating in ScotThree hundred trumps arrived"' In
land, Including one broken, and arNew Orleans on a single freight train
rested Mrs. Troy for violation of tins from Texas points. Some were enter
Volstead net. Mrs. Troy pleaded guilty tained at police stations and others
and Federal Judge Doollng assessed visited
points of Interest about town.
the fine.
The list of stock brokerage house
WASHINGTON
casualties In New York touched the
Untold petroleum riches await devel- fifty mark recently when involuntary
opment In South America, If the pre- bankruptcy petitions were filed in Feddictions of United States geologist Da- eral Court against Ktting & Wall and
vid White, one of the world's best I. II. Mullins & Co.
known oil experts are renllzed.
Oil lands In Claiborne pnrlsh, I.n.,
The treasury expects $100,000,000 to said to be worth nearly $20,000,000,
be puld in as u result of taxes due were declared by the Louisiana Su
March 15, but against this will have prenie Court to be the property of
to meet the maturity of $."i,'SO,000,000 Lillie G. Taylor, a negress, when the
court denied a request for the appoint
of treasury certificates of indebtedness on the same date, according to ment of n curator for the estate of
un announcement by Secretary Mellon. Lona McGoo, her mother.
A tremendous Increase in drug ad
Another partisan discussion over the
righto f Senator Newberry, Republican, diction in- llrooklyln since prohibition
Michigan, to u seat in the Senate, n became a law Is shown in figures given
question decided early In January, took out by Rryd S. Coler, commissioner of
place In the Senate again recently.
public welfare. lie set the Maine priJohn II. Burtlett of New Hampshire marily upon the dry laws and the manhas been nominated liy President ner of their enforcement.
Alcoholism
Harding to be first assistant post- also lias increased since the Eighteenth
master general. Mr. Itartlett, who at amendment was adopted, "the figures
present Is chairman of the Civil Serv- disclosed.
ice Commission, will succeed Ir. HuMrs. Enrico Caruso, widow
of the
bert Work, who succeeded Will Hays famous
opera tenor, spiritedly denies
as postmaster general.
cabled IsputcTies from Rome to. the efGeorge E. Long, the War Depart- fect that her husband's throat had been
chosen are: C. A. Webb, Globe';
ment clerk, who confessed to sending
removed shortly after death and left William Coburn, Prescott, nnd. 3. M.
threatening letters to capital social to the Naples museum for scientific Itonstadt, Tucson, as vice presidents,
leaders demanding money, was liber examination.
Tlie announcement that and H. J. McCIung of Phoenix as
The
ated ns nn "eccentric crank."
treasurer.
Home pajiers had reproduced pletorial-lwomen refused to prosecute him and
the throat of the tenor she greeted
Apoionlo A. Sena, former captain of
the postoffice officials decided lie had
with a single word "Imposition."
the mounted police at Las Vegas and
violated no postal law under which he
American food now is beginning to later editor of La Gaceta Neo Mexl- could be held.
cano, has been bound to the grand-- .
In the fight for lives of children In
tell
The $,'!00,000 free seed Item, carried
of Mora county under $500 bond
jury
near
Moscow,
for years in the agricultural bill, has the famine districts
tinder a charge of criminal libel. The
been lopped off by the appropriations where the American relief administracharge against Sena Is that he mad
committee. Members of the committee tion is in operation. Hut elsewhere false statements
regarding the tax re.said It would be extremely doubtful if the situation Is growing more ghastly turns of Tito
Melendez, a prominent
senators and representatives would be every day. In some villages whore, be- citizen of Mora county. One
of the
able In future to contribute their bit to fore the relief administration kitchens statements Is said to have been
that
childbeds
of their were established, the deaths of
the gardens and flower
Melendez returned a new Essex car in
ren ranged from five to seven dally.
constituents as they have In the past.
1920 for $25.
Federal Judge Julian W. Mack o(
Declaration that there are 39,000,000
W. H. Jones, who for the past three
citizens of France who stand behind New York has been selected by Judge years had been in the job
department
the nation's
obligations George A. Carpenter, senior federal of the Dispatch at Douglas, died re
was made by Jules Jusserand, French judge of the northern district, United
at
the
county hospital from
cently
ambassador to the United Stutes, States Court, to serve tlie unexpired
of the liver. For the past
term of Judge Kenesaw M. Landls hardening he was
speaking recently at the opening
employed In newseight years
of the national rivers and harbors Judge Mack will serve until such time
offices in Deming, N. M., Clifas President Harding may appoint a paper
congress.
ton, Btsliee and Douglas.
George 15. Lockwood, former Indiana successor.
Prohibition agents had an exciting
com
now
The
state
New
of
man
and
boxing
Jersey
publisher
newspaper
in a raid at Estancla when
the National Republican, has been ap- mission does not look with favor on n experience
a woman with a hoe ran them out of
pointed secretary of the Republican match between Jack Dempsey, world's her
yard. Later, they say, they subnational committee to succeed Clar- heavyweight boxing champion, nnd
dued her and dug tip some buried
ence B. Miller, who died recently In Harry Wills, stellar negro heavy
whisky. They still are searching for
Minnesota.
weight
'ier husband. Oil Prather.
I'nrt-lau-
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the Mississippi River Come Back?
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)Uf.aiid Peru Agree.
Buenos Aires. The., presidents of
Chile and Peru have- reached a secret
agreement for a settlement of the
vexed
question, which has
been disturbing their countries for the
last forty yea says La Pazon. This
agreement would provide that Chile
would return to Peru full domination
and sovereignty aver the province of
Tacna, while- Peru would surrender all
claims to the province of Arica..
,

Tacna-Arlc-

a

r,

'
Manufacturer Assassinated.
New York. Max Engeh 57, a shirt
manufacturer, wag shot and killed recently. In his offices on Fifth avenue.
His slayer, a former employ, escaped.

Rate of Gas Confiscatory.
Washington. The New Tork state
la.w of 1906, which provided" that gas
should he furnished consumers in New
York' city at a price not In excess of
80 cents a 1,000 cubic feet was declared by the Supreme Court to, be
confiscatory as to gas furnished dur
ing 1918 and If 19. It sustained, how- -,
ever, the decision of the United States
District Court which
the pre-

scribed ra(e "had been ..confiscatory
since Jail, 1, 1918, and would continue
so

to

be."

"

.

-''

Back to Nature and the Simple Life
MASS. Back to nature
the high cost of living
problem for Carl Sutter and his wife.
It costs them only $6 a week to live.
They pay no rent, no coal bills, no
gas or eleetrlc light bills. Home for
shack on
the Sutters is a one-roothe shore of Sabbatla lake, in the
woods north of Taunton. There Is a
stove, a table, three chairs,' hooks for
clothes and shelves for food, dishes,
pots and pans. Bunks, like an upper
and lower berth, are built into the
wall.
The family Income averages $15 to
$20 a week, enrned by trapping

TAUNTON,

animals.
Mrs. Margaret Sutter, a slender girl
with blonde bobbed
of twenty-fou- r,
hair, dresses the same as her husband khaki breeches, hunting jacket,
woolen
sweater,
stockings, homemade cap of squirrel skins or tarn
home-mad- e
moccasins.
o'shanter, and
She also fishes and hunts, and helps
with the traps. Sutter, who is a
is a
man of twenty-seveshoe cutter by trade.
Doing piece
work, he has earned as high as $120
l week.'
"What's the use of earning a lot of

ran

money and then paying It all out to
live?" he said.
"I'm making less
money here, but we're getting ten
times as much fun out of life and
saving money besides. We catch all
the fish we can eat. We shoot all our

meat, except for perhaps a dollar's
worth of steak or pork a week. The
game laws give us a change of diet
rabbits, ducks, wild geese, partridges,
"
woodcock,
snipe,
pheasants, quail,
gray squirrels. Muskrats are good,
too and I can cook them ..go you'd
swear it was rabbit Of course, everyone can't be a trapper. -- ?eu've got to
know the game and the right spot.'.'
The versatile Sutter is an
and was formerly In vaudeville doing
fancy shooting.
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Churches Gain
2,173 Every Day
Federal Council's Statistics Show
War Losses Being Steadily
Overcome.

45,997,199

CHURCH

MEMBERS

Religious Bodies Report 233,
104 Congregation!, Headed by 200,-00- 0
Minister Total ConstltU-ene- y
95,000,000.

Vsi-io-

dur

Washington. D. C Every day
ing the last five years an average of
Joined the various
2,173 persons
churches of America. An average of
three congregations have been organ-

ized dally and the average number
Joining the ministry has been four
and
persons a day.
The figures are furnished by Dr. E.
O. Watson, Washington,
secretary ot
the Federal Council of the Churches of
Christ in America. The statistics show
that the churches are steadily over
coming their war losses. Total church
membership of the country is placed at
45,997,199, an increase of 4,070,345 over
the 1916 census figures and indicates
a gain of more than a million members
for the preceding twelve months. The
various religious bodies report 233,104
congregations, headed by 200,000 mln
Isters. This is a gain of 5,617 congre
gations and 8,294 clergy over the government figures for 1918.
Increase In Ministers' Total,
While there has been much talk of a
shortage of ministers, the increase in
.Jl'ergy has been approximately 50 per
cent more than the Increase In the con
gregations. The 33,014 difference between ministers and congregations
does not Indicate a corresponding
shortage of pastors,
Of the persons listed officially as
church members, the Roman Catholics
The Catholic figures
have 17,885,640.
represent estimated population, Includ
Protestant
ing all baptized persons.
bodies count only communicants.
The 30 bodies related to the Federal
Council of Churches have 19,983,115
members. They have a total of 142,472
congregations manned by 113,761 clerTheir gain In membership over
gy.
the preceding five yearn Is 1,245,935.
Thfflr total constituency is 55,812,722,
a gftin of 3,448,618 over the 1910 census Bgures.
Total "Constituency" 95,000,000.
The ' total religious constituency of
the country (Including all members
and "adherents") is estimated by Doc
tor Watson at 95,858,096 persons. Ow
ing to different statistical methods of
the various churches these figures are
estimated In accordance with studies
made by statisticians. On this basis
thb constituency of various bodies Is
Protestant, 74,795,226; Roman Catholic, 17,885,640 ; Jews, 1,120,000 ; Latter- Day Saints (Mormons), 1,646,170. :
The Jewish bodies have different
methods of reporting. Volume 22 of
the American Jewish Tear Book estimates the Jewish population of the
United States at 3,300,000.
For the first time the combined Bnp-tlshave passed the combined Methodists In total membership, now having 7,835,250 members, against a Methodist membership of 7,797,991. The
Lutheran bodies stand third with a
membership of 2,468,645 persons and
the Presbyterians, are fourth with 2,-

--

one-ha- lf

ts

-'

384,683 members.

Largest Protestant Denomination.
The Methodist Episcopal church
(North) reports an Increase In membership of 220,870 over the 1916 figures
anjLB2,595 members over last year. It
iSjtlie' inrgest single Protestant comThe Methodist Enisconal
munion.
'church (South) shows a gain of
members for the preceding year.
lis luiui uuw uemg ,oiu,uui. xiie riui- estant Episcopal church shows a gain

91,-81- 5
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BIGGEST BAIL OF TWINE

21,-65-

MILK

Results of Experiments Obtained
by Dairy Experts Explain
Why Product Sours.
SURFACE COOLER

Use of Ham or Shoulder Often
Results in Infection.
Department of Agriculture Urges Vet.
erlnsrlsns to Avoid Possibility of
Injury by Selection of Some
Other

IS FAVORED
(Prepared br

Coldest Water Obtainable Should Be
Used and Cans Set In Wall

Tank

Protection

Needed In Shipping.
(Prepared by the United SutM Department
of Agriculture.)

Milk of ordinary quality held at 75

C. II. Stall of Cincinnati says he Is
making the biggest ball of twine in the
world.
Stall worked in a wholesale
drug establishment where lots of
twine Is thrown away every day. He
gathered It together for several
months and now he has a ball of solid
twine 2
feet in diameter and weigh
ing 87
pounds. He estimates that
there must be more than five miles
of it.

gain 8,411; African Methodist Episcopal Zlon, 412,328, gain 155,159; Colored
Methodist Episcopal Church of Amerl
ca, 245.749.

Ape Is Marvel
to Scientists
Bronx Zoo Animal May Be Father
to New Race of Super-Ape- s.

USES

AS

TRAPEZE

A

LEVER

Judge Will Fine All
"Honking" Sweethearts
Magistrate Cobb, of traffic
court, New York City, has declared war on nil motorists who
give the automobile horn a
honk to summon a
friend or sweetheart for a spin,
in preference to getting out and
buzzing the door bell. In fining
one driver $5 for such an offense, the magistrate asserted
he will ask for a special squad
to bring all honkers, who keep
other people awake. Into court
for their Just deserts.
eonie-hltN-

Actually Discovers the Principle of
the Lever and Fulcrum as Truly
as Did Archimedes, the Grecian Philosopher.
New York. Scientists, who pay fre
quent visits to the Bronx zoo, marvel
or superat Gabonsr. an
ape. For in his cage he has actually
discovered the principle of the lever
and fulcrum as truly as did Archl
medes, the Grecian philosopher.
He not only discovered It he applied it. practicully, and ripped to
cage that the
pieces a
strongest man could not have escaped
from without the aid of tools.
Dr. Wundt has said that If you
could give an animal the power to
think orlirlnally and a thumb, he
would be building steam engines In
He added the thumb
20 generations.
because without a thumb it is impos
sible to handle tools or weapons.
This thinking ape has not one
thumb or two thumbs like a human
being It has four thumbs!
Suspended from the top of Gnbong s
cage was a trapeze on which he used
to take his exercise. Gabong's shoul
ders are broad as a man's, and it had
to be a strong trapeze. The bar was
a three-foo- t
length of heavy ironshort crowbar in fact fastened by
chains that would hold an elephant
Used Trapeze as Lever.
One day, Gabong got the end of the
bar through- a link of the chain and
He twisted and
beean to twist.
twisted, clinging to the chain with
two of his "hands" and pulling with
the other two.
Then Gabring put his weight into it.
His powerful shoulders bulged. There
was finally a sharp snap as the link
orang-outan-

-

g

degrees Fahrenheit, a temperature not
uncommon in the summer, soured in
SO hours, while the same
.quality of
milk held at 55 degrees kept sweet
for 80 .hours, and at 40 degrees for
180 hours.
These results were obtained In an experiment carried on
by the dairy division, United States
Department of Agriculture, to determine the effect of temperature on the
milk ; and the results explain in a large
measure why milk which hus not been
cooled on the farm and kept cold
often Is sour when it arrives at its
destination.
The best and quickest way to cool
milk to 50 degrees Fahrenheit Is over
a surface cooler. Use the coldest water available, and then set the cans
tank filled
of milk In a
with water below 40 degrees Fahrencan of milk precooled
heit. A
with water at 55 degrees Fahrenheit
and set In a tank oi ice water at 37
degrees Fahrenheit was cooled at 50
degrees In 20 minutes.
The use of a surface cooler Is especially necessary when the time between milking and shipping Is short.
If warm milk Is run over a surface
cooler, and then set In a tank of water cooled with Ice to 40 degrees
Fahrenheit or below, It should not be
difficult to cool milk to 50 degrees
within an hour after It leaves the cow.
Because precoollng with a surface
cooler Is not practiced nnd ice is not
put Into the cooling tank before the
milk, much milk reaches the shipping
station in summer at so high a temperature that It sours on the way to the
city.
On many farms the water used for
cooling milk comes from the general
Storage tank or from a spring. The
temperature of such water when it
reaches the cooling tank Is much higher than when It leaves the well or
spring. Well or spring water that has
a temperature of from 50 degrees to
55 degrees Fahrenheit frequently is
Karmed up to 70 degrees or 75 degrees

n

-

broke, and an amazed orang-outan- g
landed witli a bang on the floor below.
By using the lever principle he had
broken a chain which ten men .and
ten orang-outang- s
could not. have
broken by main strength,
'
He climbed back to the now dangling bar, and clumsily, uncertainly,
but with definite purpose,' twisted its
nd through a link of the other chain.
Keeper Dick Splcerj Curator
and Dr; Hornaday, general di
'
I
I' N,
rector of the zoo, happened to be
dewatching him. Gabong's work of
struction was too Interesting to inter
rupt, so they let him go on.
Again the hairy shoulders bulged
again the chain snapped, and Gabong
fell a second time to the floor, but
this time he brought with him a three-foot length of Iron. He had converted
hij trapeze Into a crowbara. tool
a weapon.
v
He hugged, nnd patted and fondled
his new possession.
''I have here a great new power,"
he seemed to sny. As the two men
watched, he climbed to a heavy running board, riveted to the side of the
cage, and, getting the lever Into a
convenient niche, began to tug and
twist. The bolts began to groan.
The ornng, now fully conscious of. Milk Should Be Cooled Immediately
the new power be wielded, ripped the
After It Is Drawn.
running board from the. wall, and be
before it reaches the coolFahrenheit
gan to demolish his cage. With a con

venient crack for purchase, and a
for fulcrum, he tugged and
twisted until he had loosened a steel
plate from the wall. Next he turned
his attention to the powerful cage
bars.
In another minute the huge ape
would be free a great, hnlry, thinking anlmnt, with the shoulders of a
man, with four hands Instead of two,
armed with a heavy crowbar.
Feared Him If Free.
A crowbar Is a tool. But It Is, olso,
And with such a weapon
weapon.
an
enraged, would be
more dangerous than any man.
All this time Gabong had been si
lent, save for a few grunts, and the
watchers did not know his mood.
Scientific Interest begnn to be mixed
with a different emotion.
In a mo
ment the.orang would be through the
bars free.
Something had to be done. Instead
of waiting for the ape to come out.
Keeper Dick Splcer went In. Quickly
unlocking the cage door, he climbed In
and faced the orang.
Gabong welcomed Splcer with a cry
of Joy, 'lfted his crowbnr In triumph,
and delivered a chattering lecture In
nlk. Then, still holding to
monkey
the crowbnr, snuggled his head against
Splcer's breast. He wanted petting
and congratulation and he got it.
He now hus a wrench, a hammer, a
pair of pliers, a screwdriver, wire and
other tools. He keeps himself busy
.
with
And
them.
U .... lit UVlUg glfl.fl " ,IJVU, I
1.1V V11H HI .J U VI ''H
experimenting
A UCW k
park. New York. Many old trees wmch were dead and dangerous were re- scientists are wondering if they have
moved in Jlgtlme by the new invention, which fells the tree practically unaided. seen in him the first of a, uper-rac-a
bolt-hea- d

orang-outan-

1
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Complaints from packers Indicate
that there are still many veterinarians
and farmers who persist in Immunizing hogs against cholera by making
Injections in the ham or shoulder, a
practice that often results In infection
and the formation of deep abscesses in
the hams and shoulders where the serum and virus were Injected. The
United States Department of Agriculture has long advised against using
those parts as points of injection, and
the department veterinarians are instructed to avoid the possibility of such
Injury by selecting some other place.
The ham has been favored as a place
for making the injections because they
can be made more rapidly and easily

L
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FARM
LIVE STOCK

ing tank.
Even under the best conditions, milk
transported during hot weather usual
ly Is several degrees warmer by the
time It reaches the railroad station.
To show the Importance of protect
ing milk In transit during hot weather,
cans of milk cooled to
four
44 degrees Fahrenheit were hauled 13
miles from a farm to the railroad station. Can No. 1 was an insulated type;
No. 2 was an ordinary enn covered
with a
felt jacket ; No. 3 was
covered with a
felt jacket,
and No. 4 was an ordinary, unprotected can, During the trip, with the air
temperature at 80 degrees Fahrenheit,
the milk In the Insulated can rose one
degree In temperature, the milk In the
cans protected with Jackets rose six
degrees, and the milk In the unprotected can rose 20 degrees.
The cans
were then shipped by rail in an ordinary baggage car for more than 1,000
miles at an average air temperature
of about 80 degrees Fahrenheit, to
study the effect on the milk. In the
unprotected can the milk had reached
a temperature of 60 degrees Fahrenheit in two hours, or after it had traveled about ten miles from the farm
(before reaching the railroad) ; the
h
milk In the can covered with the
Jacket reached 60 degrees Fahren
heit only after 114 hours, or about 268
miles of travel : the can covered with
the
iacket traveled for 13
hours, or about 832 miles, before
reaching 60 degrees Fahrenheit, and
the milk In the Insulated can did not
reach 60 degrees Fahrenheit until after 25 hours, or 650 miles of travel.
n
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half-inc-

h

half-Inc-
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SANITATION

SWINE

BY FILM

Roundworm Causes Great Losses Each
Year to Hog Growers Parasite
Shown
(Prepared br

Growing.

the United sutee Department,
of Af rloulture.)

The life and adventures of a worm
would not seem to be promising mamovie scenario, but a film
terial for

recently issued by the United States
Department of Agriculture proves that
the doings of such a lowly organism
as the roundworm that Infests the
intestines of swine may be absorbing.
Ascarls lumbrtcoldes is the scientific
name for this parasite that causes
great losses every year to swine growers, and the title of the educational
picture is "Exit Ascarls."
The screen story Is built around
two neighbor farmers, one of whom
has success with his pigs and the other
so much hard luck that he Is discouraged almost to the point of giving
up the business. The man with the
unthrifty herd goes down the road
to see the successful hog raiser about
his troubles and is told that roundworms are the probable cause of his
failure. But he Is skeptical and remains unconvinced until a federal
veterinarian is called In to diagnose

the

case.

The

veterinarian

brings

a

high-powe-

r

microscope and sets It up on a
box in the hog yard where he shows
the farmer and his neighbor that the
soil of the lot Is badly Infested with
the minute eggs of the roundworm.
The eggs with the squirming young
worms plainly visible within the walls
are shown In the field of the microscope that Is reproduced on the film.
Then the entire life history of the
worm Is shown, from the time the
egg is swallowed by the unwitting
pig until the parasite Is mature and
one of hundreds In the Intestines. The
growing worms are shown to the owner
right In his own sick pigs where there
are plenty of specimens In various
stages of development from the very

d

Trying New Tree Cutting Machine

111

INJECTING SWINE IN
FLANK MEANS SAVING

of 11,208 over the 1916 figures and total membership of 1,104,029.
The Salvation Army, with a reported membership of 85,969, shows an increase of only 65 persons over five
years ago.
Latest available figures regarding

membership of principal denominations
and gains during the last five years
are as follows:
Congregational, 819,225, gain 27,951;
Presbyterians U. 8. A. (North), 1,722,-86gain 111,110; Presbyterians U. 8.
(South), 897,058, gain 89,289; United
Presbyterians, 160,528, gain 108 ; Society of Frlneds (orthodox), 96,135, gain
3,756; Disciples of Christ, 1,210,023,
gain 16,005; Evangelical Synod of
North America, 274,860, gain 64,993;
Evangelical association, 160,000, gain
89,244; Christian chruch (American
Christian convention), 97,084, gain
United Lutheran church, 791,400;
Moravians (unltas fratrum), 81,767,
gain 6,394; Reformed Episcopal,
gain 1,972; Reformed Church In
America, 135,634, gain 9,295 ; Reformed
Church in the United States, 831,309,
gain 13,005 ; , Christian Reformed
church, 43,902, gain 5,234; United
Brethren, 864,229, gain 15,401 ; United
Evangelical, 90,098, gain 332; National Baptist convention (colored), 3,116,-32gain 177,746; African Methodist
Episcopal church (colored), 551,766,

TEMPERATURE OF

Injecting Hog in the Flank.
at this point, but they enn be made
with equal success In less valuable
parts, such as the flank or auxiliary
space, where there Is loose connective
tissue that readily absorbs the serum.
In making an auxiliary Injection the
front legs should he spread apart so
as to stretch the superficial muscles
between the legs, and the needle should
be directed so as to avoid the muscles
of the shoulder.
It Is desirable to make the injections at a point that will make' drainage easy should an abscess form. Serum should never be Injected Into a
mass of fntty tissue, as It is not sufti
clently absorptive. Although the ser
ous membrane lining In the nbdoui
lnal cavity takes up serum readily, abdominal Injections are not recommended because of the danger of punctur
ing the Internal organs with' tha
needle or of carrying Infection into the
cavity.
Small pigs and shotes up to 80
pounds in weight may be held up by
the hind legs, with the forefeet rest
ing on the ground, and the Injection
made Into the loose tissue of the flank.
A pig so held is in a good position for
the taking of temperature, cleansing
the area of operation, and making the
Bulletin 834,
Injection. Farmers'
which has been recently reprinted, con
tains full Information regarding hog
cholera and the methods of control.
ILLINOIS

LEADS

IN

BUILDING

State Constructed 341 Miles of Perma
nent Hard Roads in 1920, Setting
New Record.

1
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One Littlo Pig Had Worms, the Others
Had None.

newly hatched forms up to
those, that are full grown and more
than a foot In length.
This film, "Exit Ascarls," will be sent
to extension workers and field men
of the department and the state agricultural colleges and to farm bureaus.
Other organizations that are Interested
In improving the swine Industry may
get reels when they are available,
nnd prints of the film may be purchased at cost by anyone who cares
to own it. Inquiries should be ad
dressed to the United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
small,

MIXED

INFECTION

IN

SWINE

Hog Industry Would Be Better Off If
More
Attention Given to

Cholera, Says Expert.

One of the most interesting develop
ments of the last ten or fifteen years
bus been the complete rehabilitation
role as one
of the road, in its age-lon- g
of the chief means of communication.
The years that intervened between the
coming of the railway and the coming
of the motorcar saw a great silence
and a great quiet settle down over vast
numbers of the world's highways, says
Christian Science Monitor. The motor

Mixed Infection In hogs Is receiving
too much notoriety. This name was
Invented by a biological house for the
purpose of putting a new bacterin on
the market. The new bacterin Is supposed to prevent several of the complications of hog cholera, such as
swine plugue. From a scientific standpoint, the term "mixed Infection"
means nothing. If more attention
were given to hog cholera and less to
all
has
that,
car, however,
changed
"mixed Infection," the hog Industry
are
states
and
countries
and today
would be better off. Dr. G. S. Weaver,
In
matter
one
another
the
with
vying
South Dakota.
both
to
of road building, as
quantity
and quality. All honor, therefore to
the state of Illinois with its 341 miles FEED FOR FATTENING LAMBS
of new permanent hard roads, last
Should Have
year, "a record for such construction Animals in a Dry-Lin any state in the Union prior to
Shelled Corn Twice Daily-Al- low
1920."
Plenty Salt.

al
To fatten feeder lambs In dry-lo- t
low them each a pound of shelled corn
two pounds of corn silnge,
Animal Is Most Efficient Money Maker twice dally,
with about
pound of ollmeal
on Farm and Is Entitled to Good
with the silage, and plenty of clover,
Trestment.
alfalfa or soybean hay In the after
noon. Allow plenty or. salt.
K. A. Hanson, dairy extension speFor growing lambs a good ration la
cialist at University furm, renews the
made of equal parts of corn, oats, bran
cows
"Are
or
are
you
keeping
Inquiry,
and ollmeal. Furnish plenty of good
they keeping you," in a collection of
Issued
by bay.
feeding suggestions recently
him.
PROPER EXERCISE FOR EWES
"Put the cow to work," he says,
"and she Is the most efficient money
Part of Roughage Should Be Fed In
maker on the farm today. A cow proField at Some Distance From
4
of
cent
milk
25
per
pounds
ducing
the Barns.
one
of
makes
butterfat
pound
daily
ewes
should get- enough
a day, worth about 50 cents. This
Breeding
cow needs rations and hay and silage exercise.
One of the causes of weak-which should not cost more than 15 lambs Is due to the fact that ewes
cents dally, leaving 35 cents dally have not adequate exercise. When It
above the cost of her feed. Where can van be arranged, at least a part of the
you invest your time and efforts to bet- roughage should be fed In the field at
ter advantage? Give your cows a some distance from the barns or the
chance.' They are all capable of doing shed, and the ewes should be out
better when properly fed."
,
very day that the weather Is fair.
COW WILL INCREASE INCOME

.

.
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Are You a Smoker.
In This Club? -

SIX
WillM.Maupin

F. A. U7ALKER

We make it a practice not to harp on'
co
what a good
Edgeworth
rs
is. We know that
like
to form their own judgement.
Here is one who has formed his own

For Infants and Children.
THE NAME

Hers

Know That

PLEASING

But, on the other hand, the simple
plodder, sincere In his effort to please
to present the truth pleasantlOpHA dlflleulty ot human endeavor, others,
whether It be of mental or physi- y, in accordance with the accepted
cal character, Is not work In a gen usage of common sense, will, through
eral sense, but the doing of work his sanely directed energy, climb to
In a manner which shall prove wholly strategic heights.
pleasing and satisfactory to the emThe more you analyze success, the
ployer.
He wishes such work as he Is pay stronger will become the conviction
ing you to do, to be done In his pur' that it consists primarily In yielding
tlcular way, so that when It Is fin to those In authority the right of the
ished it will fit in accurately with his highway.
The result is that the men and
preurrnnged plans, and produce the results he has In mind.
women who habitually do this, who
The man or woman who writes a listen to reason, who keep their feet
book, .if he or she hopes to make a on the ground, can open themselves
success of It, must write It to amuse, more clearly to their employers, deInstruct, entertain, and finally to please velop more easily their naturul abilithe readers.
ties and enjoy more of what makes
If the book falls in tills respect, the life truly valuable, not only in the
author fulls.
days of springtime, when character is
pliant and easy to shape, but all along
All the difficulties of life ore over- the days down to the final night of
come by this art of pleasing.
winter.
And this art of pleasing
others
(Copyright.)
must be carried out from the highest
of
down
to the
flight
metaphysics,
loading of a dray or the digging of a
post hole.
It is not easy to make some na
tures understand tills. The nrt lies
as unsellable to their dull wits as the
solution of the fourth dimension.
The genius may be a very wonder
ful fellow, and do very many re
markable things, but if he be lacking
In ability to make people understand,
lie may at some time or another in
Ills career be lacking of food and rai-

Genuine Castoria
lute
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fpHEY figured first

on Raymond,
Then Clarence, George and John:
They thought somewhat of Eugene,
But none could fix upon.
Some thought was given Edward,
And quite a bit to James:
In fact, they were quite worried
Among so many names.

judgement:
CROWN

&

St. Louia, U. S. A.

Gains 21
n s
on
m
SHORT TIME

MASTIN'S
Vitamon Tablets
Now Used By Millions As A Natural, Quick and Easy Way To
Help Increase Weight and Energy
U the notion of
Po remarkable
MASTIN'S

VITAMON

TAHLKTS

'

Another wanted Paul:

One uncle mentioned Asa,
Another said, "No, Saul."

Grandpa suggested William
And grandma Benjamin;
Then went the list together
And then began again.
They dwelt awhile on Peter,
On Matthew, Luke and Mark;
They argued from the morning
Until the day grew dark.
They argued long and loudly
Until one fateful day
They quickly got together
And named her Charlotte May.

Gentlemen:
I have been a user of Edgeworth for
ever three years and during that time
taw never ytt met its tqual in
flavor, tmpothiust and high quality.
Occasionally it happens that I am
Unable to get Edgeworth in my travels,
so I change to cigars until I get in a
it is to be had.
Last week I ran out of tobacco and
was unable to replenish my supply. So
I bought another brand of tobacco Ja
its place.
I went into a dear store UDon bit
arrival here and when I got my hands
on a can of Edgeworth, it made me
think of Briggs' cartoon, "Ain't it t
Grand an' Glorious Feelin'T" It was
like meeting an old friend.
Put me down as a permanent "
member of the Edgeworth Satisfied
Smokers' Club.

Yours truly,
(Signed) J. A. Pierce
General Representative
CROWN MARGARIN COMPANY
Como Hotel, Hot Springs, Ark.

(Copyright.)

This man tried cigars; he tried out
o.
least one other brand of
He was so glad to lay hold of
Edgeworth again that he sat down
and wrote us how good Edgeworth
smoked.

at

That means something.

We have never

told you that
hasn't an
equal for flavor,
smoothness and
high quality. But
we are more than
willing to let one
of our customers

Edge-wor- th

lime salts
iron, the
vtUliziiiff elemetit-- which
provides for porfH--t vigor of
body and mind, and to build up that
powerful resistance which belpa to
graft rd
you against tlio if onus of
d lipase.
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dishes, pineapple
is one of the most temntini: of

ruits.
Pineapple

Sponge.

it

and

one-lm-

Probably He Didn't.
Martha, four, accompanied by her
sister, Kntherine, six, came to the office to see "daddy." lie had Rone out
on some mission but inquiries of the
various habitues of the ollice failed
to bring information as to his whereabouts. Finally Martha remarked :
"I guess daddy knows himself where

Uncommon
JOHN

"Who
Ine?"
"My wife

all!"

Martyr.
your favorite movie

hero-

EXAMPLES

-

THERE were no unfairness, no
Injustice, lo successful crookedness
In the world, .jverybody would succeed
itliout any trouble.
We should all tread the primrose
puth straight to paradise, with no one
to bur our progress.
.
Incidentally our road would be made
smooth and easy that we would be
pretty poor crowd when we got to
paradise, quite unworthy to partake of
Its delights, and utterly unlit for the
society which we should expect to find
K

she

sits through them

Judge.

S

"Miss Lily White will please stand up!"
But Phoebe upward wriggled:
"I'm Ltfy White with Faultless Starch."
And all the Pupils giggled.

5

there.

it happens, however, that the world
fairly well tilled with Injustice, and
:hat crookedness is sulliciently prevalent to make it worth while to keep
Dur eyes open.
Also men succeed who ought not
to succeed, anjl by devices which
jhould send them to tlie penitentiary.
Such instances are exceptional, but
they occur often enough to be danger-

ot u scoundrel.

It is not

his

one-thir- d

one-na- tr
h

By
DANGEROUS

A

Pineapple Drop Cookies.
of a cupful of short
ening,
cupiui or sugar, one
of a teaspoonful of
egg,
soda, two tablespoonfuls of hot water,
of a cupful of grated pineapple and one cupful of flour. Mix as
usual and drop by spoonfuls on a
baking sheet. Bake in a hot oven.
Take

1922,

Western Newspaper
O

dls- -

honesty that makes him prosper. It
Is some talent in hlra great enough
to wlu success in spite of dishonesty.
In ninety-nincases out of a hundred the crook will be "met up with"
before he Is done.
Straight, open
dealing, respecting and keeping your
own word always pays best.
The
knaves who succeed could have succeeded on a fur greater scule-- had they
been honest.
Do not envy or imitate them.
Do
not be dazzled by their success. That
sort of success Is not worth having.
e
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I live, so

muck

Enjoying otKer people'

And feelincj til tKeir
well
CrieF
TKovK m t. moderated

j

land cf Prosperity

ill

offers to home seekers opportunities that cannot
be secured elsewhere. The thousands of farmers
from the United States who have accepted Canada's generous offer to settle on FREE homesteads
or buy farm land in her provinces have been well
repaid by bountiful crops. There is still avail
able oil easy terms

land similar to that which through many years

has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels of wheat
to the acre oats, barley and flax also in great
abundance, while raising horses, cattle, sheep
and hogs is equally profitable. Hundreds of farm-

ers in western Canada have raised crops in a
single season worth more than the whole cost of
their land. With such success comes prosperity.
Independence, Rood homes and all the comforts
and conveniences which make life worth living.

Farm Gardens, Poultry, Dairying

are sr.urces of income second only to grain
growing and stock raisins. Attractive climate, good neighbors, churches; schools,
good markets, railroad facilities, rural telephone, etc.
Porilluitrtted literature, mar, dwcrlptloa of firm

otiDortunitiM In Manitoba. Saskatchewan.
Alberta and Brftiab Coiirmbia.raducad
W.

V. BENNETT

4. Bee Blag., Omihi, Neb.

AiritioriMd Aiwtt, Det. ot Immigration
a Co Ionization, Dominion of Canada
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A man engaged

commented

in a business which
everybody, recently
thus on one of his col-

almost

leagues :

Fertile Land at $15 to $30 an Acre

Room

ous.

Interests

A

rooks.
Vo

not be deceived

THE MIDDLE

WALTER L
ROBINSON

COURSE

TT'S safest to take the middle
course.
When one is uncertain which course
Is the right one when there are three
paths ahead, anyone knows that the
surest way to avoid a long detouf Is
to take the one leading directly ahead.
The same rule applies to nearly everything one may set out to do In life.
There lies ahead of one In any endeavor three distinct pathways. One
may take a conservative, a liberal or
a radical way to accomplish his ends.
Perhaps either one of the three may
bring him to his goal without great
difficulties or disappointments.
But
in this day the liberal course seems
to hold the greatest assurances of success.
Certainly it always is best to make
sure that one chooses the right path.
Careful surveys are essential and one
by the success should je able to read the signs

"Nobody takes ids word nobody
trusts him. He would cheat his own
mother. Yet in spite of all that he
makes nearly a million dollars u year,
and his business Is one of the biggest in the world."
I'erhnps this man will meet tlie fate
he merits in lime. Perhaps he will
not. There are a few rascals who
live and die prosperous.
But that is not an argument In favor
of rascality.
It is not even proof
that rascality pays.
For where one rascal prospers a
thousand are the victims of their own
crookedness.
In this world are far more crooks
who could have succeeded had they
Deen honest,
than honest men who
rould have succeeded had they been

"There'a a Reason."
"Ethel is taking violin lessons." "Is
she? Why, the poor girl hasn't the
slightest ear for music." "I know.
But she has beautiful elbows." Pearson's Weekly."
Freshen a Heavy Skin
a
With the antiseptic, fascinating
Talcum Powder, an exquisitely
scented, economical face, skin, baby
nnd dusting powder and perfume.
Renders other perfumes superfluous.
One of the Cuticura Toilet Trio (Soap,
Ointment, Talcum). Advertisement.
Cut!-cur-

but

More Stretch

jag

ExcellO
RUBBERLESS

SuspenderS
unit Tnitr a
--

1

d.

No Rubber

Friendhj Path
B

Ready-Rubbe-

Edgeworth Plug Slice is formed into
flat cakes and then sliced, into thin,
moist wafers. One slice rubbed for a
moment between the hands furnishes
an average pipeful.
is rubbed
Edgeworth Ready-Rubb- ed
up for you. You pour tt straight
from the little blue can into the bowl
of your pipe.
Both kinds pack nicely, light quickly, and burn freely and evenly.
For the free samples which we invite you to judge, a45i"ts Larus &
Brother Company, 41 South 21st
Street, Richmond, Va.
To Retail Tobacco Merchants
If.
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
carton
parcel post a one- - or two-doze- n
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice
for the same price
or Ready-Rubb- ed
you would pay the jobber.

x

Is

WES IEMC.

stock.

Forty-sipersons are said to have
died in England at more than 120
years of age.

(Copyright.)

CThe

Union.

THE CHEERFUL CHERUB

BLAKE

he is."

YEAST
VITAMINI
TABLET

of crushed pineapple, drained from its
juice.

Copyright,

Sense

in

We will mail to you samples of
Edgeworth in both forms Plug Slice

one-ha-

e

"White Lejr horn Thicks. Pen I, 2oo
okkh up, 26c ejich. General flock.
Hfi to 200
pkkh, 1 earh. Jit
Ilookintf orilfrB.
laptl 7 y'HrH.
li. C. Dfrlnitur, LaJunta, Culo.

f

TJ0U dainty fruit

world-famou-

MASTIN'S

r

PINEAPPLE DISHES

Ken-uln-

ind nourish ttie shrunken tissues,
build
up renewed nerve force,
st.rtM.jr then ftho entire di(?pstlve and
liitnitliiJil trai.'t and holp put on firm
olid flesh In the places where it is
most needed.
For your own safety and protection atminst cheap mibstlttrti-- s and
Imitations, in..tlt upon MASTIN'S to
TAHget r.he original VITAMON
LKTS ffiinninteHl to give sutiHfaction
or money refunded.
At all good
druKglt, ftiich as

GENUINE

we would be
glad to have
you join this new Edgeworth Satisfied
Smokers' Club.
It will cost you a postcard.
The tobacco will come to you postpaid.
It may be the pipe-tobacyou
have always hoped to come across.
and
down
set
name
Merely
your
address on a postcard. If you will
add the name of the dealer to whom
you will go for more in case you like
Edgeworth, we will make sure he has

-- Kllzabeth Mott

one-ha-

Only by making the test yourself
run you fully realize how MASTIN'S
VITAMON TAM LISTS help to feed

ST

Oh, wooded streams and sliver lakes.
Beloved by moon and star
For us how much of life and love,
And youth and home, you are!

n

othr
Nature

SEOMSPS

that no other
can take the
place of? If not,

neat tnree cupiuis or grated or
crushed pineapple, add
of a
package of gelatine soaked an hour
In
cupful of cold water, take
from tlie fire and set the pan In a dish
TAKE ASPIRIN ONLY
of chipped Ice. When partly cool odd
AS TOLD BY "BAYER"
the
whites of four eggs
and beat until the whole Is spongy
'Bayer" Introduced Aspirin to the nnd thickened. Pour into a mold and
Over 21
set away to harden.
Serve with
Physicians
Years Ago.
whipped cream, sweetened and fla- - until well heated and soft. Serve
ored, or with tt custard, using the with :
To pet quick relief follow carefully yolks of the eggs, a quart of milk and
Pineapple Hard Sauce.
ithe safe and proper directions in each four tablespootifuls of sugar.
unbroken package of "linyer Tablets of
Beat four tablespoonfuls of butter
vThls package is plainly Steamed Sponge Cake and
Aspirin."
cupful of
Pineapple until creumy, add
the
stamped with
Sauce.
safety "Bayer Cross."
powdered sugar gradually until the
The "Bayer Cross" means the
Take angel food, or any plain enke, whole Is white and light, flavor-wi- th
s
Aspirin prescribed cut In serving-sizepieces and steam a teaspoonful of vanilla and a cupful
by physicians for over twenty-onyears. Advertisement.

and

ORIGINAL
AND

a

"Yes. T.ehnve yourself Is the last
tliinn my wife said to me when I lefl
home." YoundstownTelejjram.

TAHLKTS.
VITAMON
MAHTIX'S
TABLETS
contain all three vltamlnea, true

THt

tell you thstr
Do you smoke

"Hunch?"

111

helviuf to Increase the nourish in tr,
power of wliut ymi wit.
that oue womiiu reeoutly pilued lil
JifLer
pound 8
being thin end all Lug
For years.
meu and
Wmtk. thin,
women everywhere victims of
are often Amazed
bD the HMtouUhlnR
Improvement In
thetr hen 1th, wet Kb t, tneutnl alertnews
tad ajipMinniep nftpr only a short
otf
MASTIN'S VITAMON
course

1920.

iArua aV Bro. Co.,
Richmond, Va.

ment.
His Lucky Hunch.
A Youngstown
man was tin entlmsi
nstio spectator nt the Kentucky Derby
IlaviniT Utile knowledge of the spml
mill deslrmis of plaoln,' n sinnll be
just fur the excitement of the tliinjr
be looked over the list of contenders
until bis eye rested on "lSehuve Your
self."
The Yonngstown man, ns the news
reports have since told the world, wns
HinmiK those who "clenned up," be
cause ISchiive Yourself was the Derby
winner.
"How in the world did you happen
to pick a winner?" nskeil a friend.
"I hail n hunch."

COMPANY

Virginia Aves.

Hot Springs, Ark.,' Oct 4,

One good friend wanted Arthur,

.

MARGARIN

Park

&

Wear Guaranteed
Ask Your Dealer

1
f
It ha him' them anrl I
direct, ffivine1 dealer'i namt.
Na-WAr-op
Accept no substitute.
Look for ffuarant
label and
usaiers ana
name on buckiaa.
Hose Supports if
Ns W17 Streeh Suipeoder Co.. Mfrt., Adrian, Mich.

I

blazed along the charted route. But
very often we cannot be positive of
vIURES COLDS C4H0URSy
the right path until we have felt our
way along the mountain's side.
With this thought well understood,
It seems little less than absolute folly
to start plodding along at a snail's
CURES UGRIPPE'M30OT
gait through the conservative path or
to stumble recklessly into the dan'oETBOIT.
W.H.HIUU CO. MICHIGAN,
of
the
radicals'
gers
unexplored trail.
Much of the happiness in life Is
missed by the large number who slowLATIGO LEATHER
Make your own leather to repair your
ly make their way because of extreme
harness or to make your halters, belt
conservation; more lose real enjoylacing, saddle strings, quirts, etc. Sell
leather to your neighbors or do their
ment because they rush headlong Intanning for profit. Thousands are doing
It and making money. Complete guaranto the dangers of radicalism. But It
teed formula showing entire method
Is refreshing to look about and witstep by step bo at postpaid for $1.00.
CHARLES T. I.ANDOV
ness the undisputed progress of so
82ft Fourth (St.
Itibuiue, lowt;
many who are neither too cowardly
-- p
to take a reasonable chance nor still
A DRLICIOITS TREAT FREE
so reckless as to risk everything on a Leslie D. Stone's pure ma pv sugar and syrup,
made only from pure maple sap. Sugar In
dangerous leap.
pound cakes, 40c. Hyrup $1.00 per qt., $3. SO
per gallon. Samples sent free upon request
It'a poor policy either to go toe Address
NEW YORK STATE MAPLE PRODUCTS CO., FRANKLIN VILLE, NEW YORK.
slow or too fast.
(Copyright)
W. N. U.( DENVER, NO.
22.

'
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ADVOCATE,

RESERVE,
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SHE DYED A SWEATER,
SKIRT AND CHILD'S COAT

STATESMEN AT THE HELM IN IRELAND

rgjfl &gl3 lEEJ

WITH "DIAMOND DYES"
Each pcka(te of "Diamond Dyes" contains directions so simple any woman can
dve or tint her worn, shabby dresses,
skirts, waists, coats, stockings, sweaters,
coverings, draperies, hangings, everything,
even if she has never dyed before.
Buy
"Diamond Dyes" no other kind then
perfect home dyeing is sure because Diamond Dyes are guaranteed not to spot,
fade, streak, or run. Tell your druggist
whether the material you wish to dve is
wool or silk, or whether it is linen, cotton
or mixed goods. advertisement.

UGIM

And That's That.
On Eighteenth street yesterday. Two
negroes driving motors. One driving

truck thrusts out his arm for a turn.
Other driver, coming from behind,
sounds horn and attempts to pass.
Both cars stop.
Fenders touching,
both drivers pile out to argue.
"Didn't you see my arm?" asks the
track driver.
"Didn't you hear my horn?" counters the other.
"Sure I heard your horn."
"Why didn't you stop, then?"
"Cause, ain't my arm as good as
your horn?"
Drivers get back In and both machines proceed. Kansas City Star.
MOTHER!
CHILD'S

yj'&M'OVBLE
'mIIE

treat
Peppermint

VVV

OPEN
BOWELS WITH

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP

inVouti

pw
VPW
v'sfijWa

Your little one will love the "fruity"
"melts
taste of "California Fig Syrup" even If
then you get the deleo
constipated, bilious, irritable, feverish,
or full of cold. A teaspoonful never
table gum center.
fails to cleanse the liver and bowels.
And with Wrigley's three old
In a few hours you can see for yourself how thoroughly it works alt the
standbys also affording friendly
sour bile, unci undigested food out of
aid to teeth, throat, breath, ap- the bowels and you have a well, play;
I
petite and digestion.
ful .child again.
Soothing,
Millions of mothers keep "California
f
Z
Out of the bitter struggle that preceded the ratification of the treaty with Great Britain creating the Irish Free Fig Syrup" handy. They know a
Making the next cigar
tosaves
State emerged a government headed by Arthur Griffith, one of the signers of the treaty in London, who, with Michael
sick
a
child
today
morrow. Ask your druggist for genuCollins, fought for it against the opposition of Eamonn de Valera.
Other officers are: Michael Collins, minister of finance; G. G. Duffy, minister of foreign affairs; Richard
ine "California Fig Syrup," which has
minister of defense; Bryan O'Hlgglns, minister of economic affairs.
directions for babies and children of
all ages printed on bottle. Mother I
You must sny "CnlKornlq" or you may
front and at the back of its head. tin. It was while on his way to Rome,
IN When asked who and what it might that Patrick received his wonderful get an Imitation tig syrup.
tiri i
be, the creature answered. "I am a staff.
Patrick and a band of foreign mis- FOUND THE GOING DIFFICULT
servant of God, and with my eyes in
front I see the apparent actions of slon workers landed on the eastern
AND
men, but with the eyes at the back of coast of Ireland, where St. Patrick
But at Least Profiteer Must Be Given
my head I saw a certain monk con- stooped and picked a leaf of shamrock
Credit for the Possession of
the
to
henrers
to
his
he
a
of
simple
that
meat,
illustrate,
might
cealing piece
Persistence.
Then the doctrine of the Trinity, the Three In
eat It In secret. . .
LEGEND
Is
to
this
so
the
shamrock
and
vanished.
One,
apparition
Police Chief Charles Fltzmnrrls of
Falling upon his knees, and smiting day the symbol of St. Patrick.
whose fight against bootlegChicago,
the
and
tests
various
to
After
proofs,
his breast Saint Patrick begged
AS AN INSTINCT PROVISION MADE FOR PETS:
1ms made him OBEDIENCE
St. Patrick was born in North Brit- be forgiven and promised never to king Laeghnlre with his entire court ging CMcngo policemen
refamous the country over, said at a
ain, In what Is now Dumbarton, (tiring eat meat for the rest of his life, which and thousands more besides, submitted cent
Apparently Birds Possess and Exer- Seemingly It Is Not Unusual to Make).
banquet :
the second half of the Fourth century. promise, It Is said, he faithfully kept. himself to baptism and promised to
cise It Even Before They Have
Bequests by Which Aniwant
"These
policemen
bootlegging
His parents were Christians and of His angel returned to him and telling accord his permission and protection
mals Benefit.
Left the Shell.
dine
at
the
Blackstone
to
get
rich,
cithim he was pardoned told him to take to the spreading of the Christian fuith
noble family. His father, a Roman
like
the
climb
Into
profiand
society
izen, Calpernlus by name, held the the offending piece of meat and cast throughout his realm, which made the
An elderly French spinster died,
The obedience of young birds to tlie
rank of decurlon, and was an ordained it into the water. When he had done beginning of the saint's great work. teer.
mother bus boon the subject of ninny leaving a will bequeathing most of her
moved
to
"A
,
you
know,
profiteer,
Year after year he traveled, preach'
reclergyman; the mother Conehessa, was this, publicly confessing his guilt, the
property to charity and a substantial
New York with his family and spent stories. Two young thrushes had
the sister of St. Martin, bishop of meat was suddenly changed Into a lng and exhorting, founding monaster so
sum to "my silent, sympathetic and
mained perfectly still, while Mr.
Indevoted
such
and
much
money
Tours.
was pnsslng near a nest when
quantity of fresh and shining fishes, ies and convents, erecting churches,
friend, Minnette."
to pushing his wny
baptizing thousands, and tens of thous defatigable energy
Although his parents were rich, St. which sufficed for all the brothers.
some young ones leave It mid
was her cat. A Frenchman was
he
saw
a
leader
that
After the death of St. Martin, Pat- ands, ordaining priests, consecrating Into society we'll collsociety
Patrick was brought up very simply,
disappear Into the water In that won- moved by this Incident to Investigate
him Rhine
of him
rebuilding some of the said
part with his fos- rick spent fourteen years in Auxone, bishops,
living for ttic-io' 'Sometimes, In the dead of night derful way common to all amphibious the subject and lie found that cuts,
older
bethe
from
he
still
on
churches
of
more
a
the
farm.
isle
in
remaining
and a few years
ter parents,
Early
to the hippopot- among all animals, have most frequentI am awakened by n curious nnd creatures right up
gan to work those miracles and won- Lerius, where St. Vincent was among Christianity preached there In earlier
I listen Intently In the amus, almost without a ripple, lie ly been made legatees.
sound,
to
persistent
while
had
he
so
All
the
is
famous.
his companions.
light
ders for which he
days.
In 1071 a noted player on the harp-anwith a sigh of relief, found In the nest one egg, which was
But all through these years, the against enemies both bitter and power dnrkness again
In those days the Plcts and Scots
llute, Jeanne Felix Dupuis,
being cracked from the Inside nil
to
myself:
murmuring
to
and
thwart
tried
made frequent Incursions upon the voices of the children of Folchut Wood ful who opposed
her executor to give the keeper
birds are hatched with a little projecIs only Mr. Blnne, climbing
"It
InBritish coasts and on one of these
kept on crying to St. Patrick: "All him at every step.
tion something like a glazier's diamond of two cats 30 sous a week for their
"
climbing
climbing.'
of
his
days
It was toward the end
vasion a band of marauders alighted we Irish beseech thee, holy Patrick, to
nnd food, which she sped lied slmtifrf b
on their bills for tills purpose
from ship upon the shore near the come and save us from the wrath to that Patrick built the glorious church
the youngster was cheeping us It wrig- meat broth, "of the kind we ourselves
Different Reasons.
farm where Patrick, now a lad of come. O holy youth, come once more of Armagh and here he would fain
round. As he watched, ent, rich nnd sufficient without being
Girls
Leave gled slowly
Movie
have lain him down to finish this
Sign "Why
bout sixteen, was playing in company and walk among us I"
She saw hhn eked out by bread crumbs, and served
back came the mother.
That's easy. It's
with some of his younger brothers and
Finally the angel appeared again to earthly course. But it so happened Home Mondny."
and gnve one short, harsh cry. Im- upon Individual plates, belonging one-tPatrick and said : "Go to Ireland, for that when he was at Saul, he realized wash day. Chicago Evening Post.
sisters.
the little bird In the egg
each cat." Her relatives broke
Not necessarily, brother, there's one mediately
thou shalt be the apostle of Its peo- that death was near and started to
The pirates kidnaped St. Patrick,
and Ibis provision of separate-platestopped cheeping and made no furknow
who
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we
the
home
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but
"dear
;
he
to
angel
where
back
off
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to
for
travel
Armagh
set
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at
girl"
Patrick
last
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Ireland,
ple."
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because
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road
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met
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him
the
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to
from
to
seek advice
its Bishop
Mllcho, king
old as a slave
mained. Here wns a case of Instinc- on which they strongly dwelt In the
Is
it
tend-Inot
Boston
back
at
of
Armagh
back
Transcript.
go
Dalaradia, and given the task
tive obedience even before the bird attempt to prove that her mind wag.
God's will that thou should'st die. Go
the swine. It was during his years
enfeebled.
wns hatched. London Times.
DIchu's
Barn
Others.
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For
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the
his
to
for
back
Way
Saul,
of serfdom that Patrick acquired
serv
first
not
We
are
where thou didst say thy
disparaging Idealism,
knowledge of the lrisn tongue ana nis
The Failure,
A Rattling Skeleton.
but an "Idealist" Is too frequently a
ice on Irish soil shalt thou die."
love for the country folk.
King Canute tried to boss the wave
man
who has high notions of what the
"People say that family has a
of this servitude an
As ever, Patrick bowed to God's will
After --six yea
in the closet." "I've heard some"Royalty will be scrnpped before
other fellow ought to do. Boston
and there he breathed his last.
angeV came to him In a dream ana torn
they are," we assured him.
thing rnttle In the garage."
Where he was burled Is not known Transcript.
him how to escape. Accepting the anacfor certain, though it is supposed he
gel's advice and his escape duly
lies with Columbcllle and Bridget at
complished, Patrick traveled on foot to
Downe.
the West, and there took ship for Britain. After much wandering he arrived
at his old home only to find that his
ON GOOD ST. PATRICK'S DAY
parents had died during his absence.
with
He settled down quite happily
Worthy Time for Irishmen to Reflect
his brothers and sisters until one night
on Proud History of Their Race
the angel appeared to him saying that
and Nation.
Ireland needed him. Patrick never
slept without hearing in dreams the
"It's never touched me yet,"
judgment in taking needless
It is an exceedingly good thing that
voice of the children of Folchut Wood
"Reon this one day of the year, at least,
to
chances with harm.
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he
when
beseechingly.
out
pointed
explained
they
crying
people of Irish nativity and race
turn to us, holy youth, come once more
risks.
the
out
Over on the safe side is
should assemble around the festive
and walk among us 1" And the angel
board to hear something that shall
a pure cereal beverage,
explained that this was the voice of
Postum,
That's the answer a good
tnke them awav from the miserable,
the children yet unborn, in Ireland.
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selfish thought of their business, of
From that moment, Patrick determined
many people make when they
tne
at
even
own
laudable
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can
to
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that
their
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taining nothing
that he would carry
hear that the drug element in
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tea
he
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sought
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race and nation In the history of the
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Martin, bishop of Tours, who
his notes are rapturous, golden
never touched them yet.
world, and In the work that the uni
founded a monastery at Marmoutier, IfAs on
eyes I knew,
to
do
for
having found safety and satisversal Father' surely has
In France. St. Patrick made all the When the fairies crept to listen,
Sometimes they only think
As I stood alone with you.
faction in Postum.
each oi the races that He has placed
land part of the Journey on foot.
nnon earth, as He has Kivcn work for
One night when near the end of the
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it
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It's worth your while to make
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-- Katherlne Edelman In Kansas City Btar.
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short.
For eight years Patrick remained at
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Made by Postum Cereal Company, Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.
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He beat the train to the crossing
a good many times
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AVISO
ti abajos den talcs en Reserve.
La oficina se situa en la nueua casa
de Gaunt proxima a la del Dr Harper
L. A. Jessen, D. 1). S.
Dentista Licensiado.

o
O

Remember you can get poison-graiat Gaunt's Pharmacy on
and after April 9th. Kill the
M
prairie dogs.
n

How about that car, Is it sick E3
ailing. If so see Dr. Hill, the
fixer, he sure does the work.

oi

Sound

NOTICE OF SALE

Business Counsel

Court

Clients of this institution
are always welcome to the

ad-

vice and judgment of our experienced
officers regarding any personal business matters.

The proper kind of a banking
connection can be used to pro
tect your judgment as well as
your money, even a small
savings account depos
ited with this bank
is quite sufficient to

establish proper

banking connections.

Safety Honesty -- Courtesy Service

The RESERVE STATE BANK
i

mi

d-

-

Lathe Work

Welding
Gas, Oils, Accessories and Supplies
Compare our prices with others.
Oxy-Acetyle- ne

EVERY JOB GUARANTEED

Phone No.

A. G. HILL, Manager.

3

In the Probate
County, State
In the Matter
Testament
deceased.

MODERN,
STEAM HEATED

HOT and COLD RUNNING WATER

HERMAN A. FUNKE, Proprietor
We Use Every Effort to Please Our Patrons
The Best Meals and Dininsr Room Service
MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA

YOU VISIT

MAGDALENA

Court of Cation
Mexico.
of Ni-of the Last Will and
of William J. AndiUS,

NOTICE.
To whom It may concern :
Notice ia hereby given that an
purporting to be the last
will and testament
of William J.
Andrus, deceased, ha.i been filed for
probate in the Probate Court of Catron
County, New Mexico, and that by
order of said court, the 27th day of
March, A. D., 1922, at the hour of
10 o'clock A. M., of said day', in the
the court room of said court in the
city of Reserve, Catron County, New
Mexico, is the day, time and place iet
for heal ing proof on said last will and
testament.
THEREFORE, anyperson or persons
wishing to enter objections to the
probate of said last will and testament are hereby notified to file their
objections in the office of the County
Clerk of Catron County, New Mexico
on or befora the time set for said
hearing
Dated at Reserve, New Mexico, this
31st day of Junuaiy, A. D 1SJ2

Hotel Aragon

WHEN

The Born line meets the demand for
lower prices without sacrificing anything in quality; large sales volume
makes this possible.
Come in while woolen stocks are complete and see the really fine clothes we
offer, tailored as you like, at your
preferred price
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T. C. Turk, Reserve,
Resident Born Dealer

QBOSODeBOBQSCEOOOGBSBGEOBGBODOBOIIODODOO
Bl'NTOX & MADDKX
Lawyers
OFFICES
MAGDALENA

SOCORRO

Wilson Bldg.
Fitch Bldg.
Practice in all the Courts
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General Repairing,

House and Jail Bonds:
Bonds for the purpose of meeting
Federal Aid and Forest Reserve
Road Projects, and Bonds for the
Purpose of Consti ucting and
public roads and bridges
in Catron County, State of New
Mexico:
Notice is hereby given that the Hn
uersigned, county titufuier of the
County of Catron, in the State of
New Mexico, will on, Thursday, April
(ith, 1922, at the hour of three o'clock
in the afternoon of said day, at his
office in Reserve, New Mexico, offer
for sale and sell to the highest bidder
for cash, the following described bonds;
Fifteen Thousand Dollars ($I5,f 00.00)
Court House and Jail Bonds, bearing
interest at the r;ite of six per cent per
annum, payable in thirty years from
date, but redeemable, at the option of
the county, twenty years from date
Ninety Thousand Dollars (WO, (100, 00)
of Federal Aid and Forest, Reserve
Project Bonds, bearing interest at the
rate of five per cent per annum, pay- 'able in thirty years from date, but
redeemable at the option of the county
twenty years from date.
Thousand Dollars
Twenty-fiv(25,000.00) of Bonds for the construction and repairing of public roads and
bridges in Catron County, State of
New Mexico, beaiing interest at the
rate of six per cent per annum, and
payable thirty years from date,' but
redeemable at the option of the county
twenty years from date.
No bids shall be considered for less
than 90 per cent on the dollar and
the undersigned reserves the right to
reject any and all bids received.
Dated at Reserve, New Mexico, this
6th day of March, 1922.
August Kiehne,
County Treasurer.
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What do you consider a fair
price for a good suit? Name
the figure and let us show you
how much quality it will buy
in a suit "Tailored by Born"

n

Home Lime
I

have

now

on hand home

humed lime and will deliver same
in Reserve at $25 a ton. This
is just what it cost to freight
railroad

lime from the

Are You Looking

For anrains

:- -:

besides

the purchase price there.
Jacobo Jiron.

CAL
Ahora tengo en mano sufici-ent- e
Cal en cualquier cantidad
neseciten
por $25 00 tonel
que
es justa
en
Reserve,
puYsIa
mente el precio que se paga de
flete de Magdalena, a esta higar,
sal'vandole al consumidor el pi e- io que se tiene que pa gar por la
car en Magdalena. garantizo de
liar compUta satisfaction y de
venderles de primera clase.
Jacobo Jiron.

We have tl e n in every department
and can supply your every need

New Goods Arriving Daily
Low

Prices All the TIME

Notice to Kx Service Men
vice men desiring dental
All
examination and treatment should apply
by first sending in name and dischiage
number. When authority for examin- ation is received you will be notified,
L, A. Je.sen, D. D. S.,
Designated Dentist, U. S. P. H.
ex-s-

MAGDALENA
MAGDALENA,

ERCANtlLE
NEW

COMPANY

MEXICO

j

$230. Drop on
FORDSON TRACTOR

A. D. CHAVEZ,
County Clerk

a&dalena Cafe
Good Service
All the Delicaces

Courteous Treatment
that the" Market Affords

AV1ZO.
A

WE

APPRECIATE AVD WANT

YOUR

PATRONAGE

Reserve Pool Hall s
Higgins

& McAfee,

Proprietors

P

la Corte de Prm-badel Condado de
Catron, Estado de Nuevo Mexico.
En el Asunto del Testamento y
Ultima Voluntad de W illiam ,1.
Andruj, Einado.
K,n

quienes estas presentes coneiernan:
Avizo as por esta dado qu.: un
apaiecicndo de ser la Ultima

Andrus.

J

firiado.

ha

sid'.

iirotucoludo

para uiueba en la corte de I'.uebas
del Condado de Catron, Estado de
tyuevo Medeo, y quo por oiden de la
dicha Corte el dia 27 de Marzo, A. 1).
de
1U22, A las de 10 de la Maiiana
dicho dia en el cuarto de la corte de
dicha corte en la cuidad de Reserve,
condado de Catron Nuevo Mexico es
el dia tiempo y lugar que se ha fijado
para dar oido y atender las pruebas
de dicho testamento y ultima voluntad
a
POR LO TANTO, Cualquier
oh personas que desee de entrar
objecion a la aprobacion de dicho testamento y ultima voluntad son por
esta notificados de protoeolar sus
en la oficina del Escribano
de Condado del Condado de Catron,
Estado de Nuevo Mexico, en o antes
del tiempo que se ha puesto para dar
atencion a tal causa.
Fechado en Reserve, Nuevo Mexico
este dia SI de Enero, A. D. 1922
A. T. CHAVEZ,
Escribano y
escribano
do la cprte de PiUcbas

'
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Price effective today
F.

O.B.Detroit

$395.00

per-son-

Cigars. Tobaccos. Cold Drinks
Lunch Goods
A

pleasant place to spend a leisure hour or two

Magdalena Price $476.75
Come and see us about it

OCEAN TO OCEAN GARAGE
Incorporated

Magdalena,

2

New Mexico

v-

